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About the ‘CRUX’
Introducing a new and convenient product, to help the aspirants for the various public services examinations.

The knowledge of the Current Affairs constitute an indispensable tool for all the recruitment examinations today.
However, an aspirant often finds it difficult to read and memorize all the current affairs, from an exam perspective.
The Newspapers and magazines are full of information, that may or may not be useful for the exams. Thus, a
candidate is forced to spend a substantial amount of his time in selecting and maintaining notes for the current
affairs.

Another problem is that it is difficult to get every bit of information, relevant from the exam perspective at one
place. Thus, candidates are often found wasting their time in search of current affairs material.

It is with this problem in mind that we have come up with the GIST of The Hindu and  Press Information Bureau
(PIB).

The whole concept of the CRUX is to provide you with a summary of the important news and current affairs,
from an exam point of view. By reading the CRUX, you will be able to save your precious time and effort, as you
get all the relevant matter in a summarized and convenient form.

The Crux is particularly helpful for the Civil Services, Banking, SSC and other exams that have a current affairs
section.

The material is being provided in such a manner that it is helpful for both- objective and descriptive sections.

Our aim is to help the candidates in their effort to get through the examinations. Your efforts and dedication
inspire us to keep going. It is our sincere effort to make your journey easier.

Best Wishes

Editorial Board

Team Aspirant Forum

Courtesy:
The Hindu

Press Information Bureau (PIB)
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National News

Modi launches ‘My Clean India’
campaign
Making an appeal for a non-political movement driven by patriotism,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched the Swachh Bharat, or
Clean India, Mission on the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi.
The Mission will aim to make India ‘clean ’ by October 2, 2019,
Mahatma Gandhi ’s 150th birth anniversary, Mr. Modi said. This
goal will include the elimination of open defecation, which he called
a “blot on society ”, especially for women and young girls.

Mr. Modi flagged off the mission at Valmiki Basti, a housing society
in central Delhi for sanitation workers, in which Mahatma Gandhi
once stayed for a short while. The PM swept a small area, paid his
respects at a temple, dedicated public toilets to residents and
conducted a surprise sanitation inspection on the local police
station, news agencies reported – the event was off-limits for
private media.

He then arrived at Rajpath, Delhi ’s ceremonial central avenue,
where school-children, union cabinet ministers, Delhi ’s Lieutenant
Governor Najeeb Jung, actor Aamir Khan and boxer Vijender Singh
were waiting. Mr. Modi presented awards to the winners of the
logo and slogan contest for the Mission, whose winning entries

were part of all publicity material.

States get 6 more months to roll out
Food Security Act
The Centre granted six months time to State Governments to
implement the landmark Food Security Act that give legal
entitlement to highly subsidised foodgrains to two-thirds of the
country ’s population.

from The Hindu

From us, Of
us and By us!
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The food law, which came into force in July last
year, was to be implemented by State
governments within a year by July 4, 2014. But
the deadline was extended by three months till
October 4 as many states could not put in place
the necessary infrastructure for rolling out the
welfare scheme. So far, 11 States have
implemented the law. Of which, only five states
have implemented the scheme fully, he said,
adding that around 25 states and UTs are yet to
implement it.

In September last year, Parliament had passed
the Food Security Act under which each eligible
person would get 5 kg of of rice and wheat at Rs
3 and Rs 2 per kg respectively. The existing
Antyodaya Anna Yojana ( AAY)  households,
poorest of the poor, will continue to receive 35 kg
of foodgrains per family a month.

The implementation of the law would increase the
Centre ’s food subsidy bill by Rs 25,000 crore to
Rs 1.31 lakh crore while the grains requirement
would rise by 6-8 million tonnes from the current
55 million tonnes annually. Haryana, Rajasthan,
Punjab, Chhattisgarh and Maharashtra, have fully
implemented the Act; while Delhi, Himachal
Pradesh, Karnataka, Chandigarh, Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar have done it partially, Mr.
Paswan said.

India, Pakistan crusaders
share Nobel Peace Prize
Kailash Satyarthi, 60-year-old child rights activist
from Madhya Pradesh, and Malala
Yousafzai, who has risked her life to
wage a campaign for girls ’ education
in Pakistan, are the joint winners of this
year ’s Nobel Peace Prize.

“It is an important point for a Hindu and
a Muslim, an Indian and a Pakistani,
to join in a common struggle for

education and against extremism, ” the Norwegian
Nobel Committee said on Friday. They were chosen
for the prize for “their struggle against the
suppression of children and young people and for
the right of all children to education. ”

The Committee said Mr. Satyarthi, based in New
Delhi, showed “great
personal courage ” and

“maintaining Gandhi ’s
tradition, has headed
various forms of
protests and
demonstrations, al l
peaceful, focusing on
the grave exploitation of
children for financial
gain. ” The peace prize
winner has saved
thousands of children from bonded labour in
factories through the Bachpan Bachao Andolan
which he founded in 1980, and other organisations.
On Malala Yousafzai, the Committee said, “Despite
her youth, she has already fought for several years
for the rights of girls to education, and has shown
by example that children and young people, too,
can contribute to improving their own situations. ”
Malala became a global symbol of the fight against
extremism after she was shot by Taliban militants

two years ago in Swat.

 Modi launches village
adoption scheme for MPs
Taking forward his announcement during his
address to the nation on August 15, Prime Minister

Narendra Modi unveiled a blueprint
for the Saansad Adarsh Gram
Yojana ( SAGY)  on Jayaprakash
Narayan ’s birth anniversary. The
scheme encourages Members of
Parliament from both Houses to
identify and develop one village from
their constituency as a model village
by 2016, and two more by 2019,
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covering over 2,500 villages of the 6 lakh villages
country-wide.

The 65-page outline for the Sansad Adarsh Gram
Yojana requires MPs to identify one village with a
population of 3,000-5,000 in the plains and 1,000-
3,000 in the hills within a month for convergence of
existing schemes for socio-economic development
of the area. MPs can choose any village except their
own or their spouse ’s. There is no other criterion.
MPs are expected to facilitate a village development
plan, motivate villagers to take up activities and use
the Rs.5-crore MPLAD fund to fill gaps for funds
besides mobilising “additional resources especially
from Corporate Social Responsibility ” in sewage
and water supply schemes.

The activities and outcomes will cover
broad development indicators such as
health, nutrition and education through
organising immunization drives,
improving mid-day meal schemes,
improving Aadhaar enrolment, setting
up “smart schools ” with IT-enabled
classrooms and e-libraries, improving
panchayat infrastructure under
schemes such as MNREGA and
Backward Regions Grants Fund. A
series of measures speak of better
implementation of existing and new
schemes and laws including RTI Act,
National Food Security Act, National Rural
Livelihood Mission, Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan
Yojana, while at the same time emphasising

“activities to improve hygienic behaviour ” by
encouraging bathing among villagers, use of toilets
and exercising for thirty minutes every day. It
envisions social development in villages through
identifying a village day, a village song, and focusing
on alternative methods of dispute resolution.

There will be real-time web-based monitoring and
a first review after five months by an independent
agency. District Collectors will carry out a baseline
surveys and then chair monthly review meetings to
monitor progress. At the State-level, Chief

Secretaries will lead an empowered committee on
the same and the Minister for Rural Development
and Secretary, Rural Development, will chair two

national-level committees to track the scheme.

New Bill for total ban on
child labour
Among the bills up for consideration in the winter
session of Parl iament is the Child Labour
( Prohibition and Regulation)  Amendment
( CLPRA)  Bill, pending since December 2012.
The proposed amendments to the Act will for the
first time ban employment of children below 14 years
in any occupation, bringing the law in consistency
with the Right to Children to Free and Compulsory

Education Act 2009. The Bill prohibits
employment of adolescents aged 14-
18 years in hazardous occupations.

The Ministry had sought public
comments on the CLPRA Bill 2012
in June 2014. A majority of the
changes in the proposed Bill are the
same as those in the Bill introduced
in the Rajya Sabha by UPA Minister
for Labour and Employment
Mallikarjun Kharge in December
2012. The 1986 law prohibits
employing children only in certain

occupations such as mines, work in hazardous
process and with inflammable substances or
explosives.

Minors working in middle class homes as domestic
workers and those employed at hotels, dhabas were
included as a category of child labourers only after
an amendment in 2006. The Standing Committee
on Labour and Employment under D.S. Chauhan
had in its report on CLPRA Bill, in December 2013,
recommended that the Bill give details for regulation
for prescribing the conditions of work for
adolescents — criteria for wages, hours of work,
settlement of disputes. This was incorporated. It had
suggested that adolescents should have completed
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Class VIII before being allowed to join an
occupation. It suggested the explicit exception in
the Bill granted to children helping their family after
school hours be deleted. Both suggestions were
not accepted.

Despite the amendment, different Acts continue to
define “child ” differently. While the RTE Act 2009
and CLPRA 2012 define a child as 14-
year-old, the Juvenile Justice ( Care and
Protection of Children)  Act, 2000
considers this to be 18 years. “Richer
parents would normally be so protective
of their children even after they are in
Class XII. Why have a different standard
for children from poor families? ” said

social activist Rishikant of Shakti Vahini.

Modi rolls out
labour reforms
Prime Minister Narendra Modi unveiled new
measures for the youth, workers and employers to
improve ease of business for enterprises while
expanding government support to
impart skill training for workers. Mr.
Modi launched the Universal Account
Number scheme ( UAN)  for all
Provident Fund contributors which
will allow portability of PF benefits and
online tracking of PF benefits.

Inaugurating the Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya Shramev Jayate Karyakram organised
by the Ministry of labour and Employment
( MoLE) , Mr. Modi said the aim of the program
was to emphasise the dignity of labour, especially
that performed by blue-collared workers referring
to them as “shram yogi ”. To support the graduates
from Industrial Training Institutes ( ITIs)  across
the country, who undergo vocational training after
completing class X, the government will reimburse
50 percent of the stipend paid to apprentices during
first two years of their training.

The PM launched an online portal that will allow
employers to file returns online for compliance with

16 labour laws and a system under which lots drawn
by computers will be used to conduct inspections.
He announced that to end the Inspector Raj which
was still continuing, the government had decided
to bring in a system based on “responsibility and

trust. ”

India successfully
test-fires cruise
missile ‘Nirbhay’
Proving a host of technologies and
bridging the critical gap in the country ’s
arsenal, India ’s first long range
subsonic cruise missile, Nirbhay, was
successfully test f ired from the
Integrated Test Range at Chandipur,

in Orissa, for a distance of about 1,000 km. This
was the second flight trial of the missile as the
maiden test had to be aborted mid way in March
last year when the missile deviated from its path.
The 6m tall, low altitude flying missile which can

evade detection by radars was fired
from a mobile launcher at 10.05 am.

After blasting off like a rocket to a
height of 100m, the booster got
separated as the missile turned
horizontal and the wings got deployed
making it fly like an aircraft. At the
same time, the Turbo Prop engine
kicked off and provided thrust to the

missile which began cruising at 0.7 Mach at an
altitude of 4.8 km.

The tree-top flying missile, which can carry
conventional and nuclear war heads then made a
series of manoeuvres and navigated ‘5 way points
during a flight lasting one hour and 10 minutes.
Carrying a dummy payload of n350 kg, the4 missile
also demonstrated the critical ability to zero in on
its target by diving towards a pre-designated impact
point in the Bay of Bengal. The missile was
developed by the DRDO ’s aeronautical
development establishment, Bangalore, and the
avionics was provided by the Research Centre
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Peace will not be sustainable
unless there is compassion:

Satyarthi
For sustainable peace between India and Pa-

kistan, the joint recipients of this year ’s Nobel Peace
Prize, people of both nations will need to come to-
gether and work together said Nobel laureate Kailash
Satyarthi on Monday.

“Peace will not be sustainable unless there is
compassion, and compassion begins with children ”

he said, adding: “For me peace means people. Sus-
tainable peace will come when people value each
other ’s concerns, dignity, identity and issues and
realise we have to work hand in hand. ”

At an interaction at the Foreign Correspond-
ents Club here, Mr. Satyarthi who has been a cam-
paigner for child rights, regretted that child labour
was a reality despite the ban across the globe. He
however, had a word of praise for the Indian judici-
ary, crediting it for coming up with some of the “best ”

judgements on child labour, slavery, trafficking and
related issues. “I believe in Indian democ-

racy and the judiciary, ” he said.

DNA test can be done to

establish infidelity: SC
DNA testing is the most legitimate

and scientifically perfect means a man
can use to establish his wife ’s infidelity,
the Supreme Court has held.

If a man disowns his child and
seeks divorce from his wife on the ground

of adultery, a family court can order a DNA test, said
a Bench of Justices J.S. Khehar and A.K. Agarwal.

Writing the judgment, Justice Khehar said:

“Despite the consequences of a DNA test, it was
permissible for a court to allow it, if it was eminently
needed, after balancing the interests of the parties.
The interest of justice is best served by ascertaining
the truth and the court should be furnished with the
best available science and may not be left to bank
upon presumptions, unless science has no answer
to the facts in issue. ”

Rejecting the contention that under the Indian

Debar candidates facing serious
criminal charges, suggests

Election Commission
In fresh steps to cleanse public life, the Elec-

tion Commission has proposed that candidates
against whom charges have been framed in serious
crimes be barred from contesting elections and that
false affidavits should also become a ground for dis-
qualification.

The Election Commission has made recom-
mendations to the government in this regard, which
comes against the backdrop of the Supreme Court ’s
intervention when those convicted of serious of-
fences were instantly disqualified from being an MP

or an MLA.

President promulgates Ordinance

to allow e-auction of coal blocks
The move, seen as a step towards energy

sector reforms, will allow private companies to bid
for captive use and allot mines di-
rectly to State and Central public
sector undertakings.

Following this Ordinance, state
sector requirements including those
of the Central and State govern-
ments would be met through govern-
ment dispensation route and coal
mines would be allocated to PSUs
like NTPC or State electricity boards.

The government will put suffi-
cient coal blocks on e-auction for the
private sector players who are into the cement, steel
and power sectors.

Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had said
on Monday evening that the e-auction process will
be “transparent ” and completed in “three to four
months ” with proceeds going entirely to the State
governments where the mines are located.

The biggest beneficiaries would be the east-
ern States like Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal and
Chhattisgarh. States like Madhya Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh would also ben-

efit.
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Evidence Act there was always presumption that the
husband and wife were living together and the child
was born to them, the Bench said: “In our opinion,
when there is a conflict between a conclusive proof
envisaged under the law and a proof based on sci-
entific advancement accepted by the world commu-
nity to be correct, the latter must prevail over the

former. “

NSA seeks broader convention on

terror
Calling for a unified global response to the

challenges of terrorism, cyber-warfare and maritime
security, National Security Adviser Ajit Doval said
that it was time the United Nations passed a com-
prehensive convention on terror.

Speaking to 70 international strategic experts,
including key officials from the U.S., Israel and the
new Afghanistan government, at the Munich Secu-
rity Group meeting organised by the Observer Re-
search Foundation, he said the convention, first pro-
posed by the National Democratic Alliance regime
in 2001, had been held up by countries such as Pa-
kistan which would not agree to describe groups they

wanted to call “freedom fighters ” as terrorists.

India wins another term at

UNHRC
India received the most number of votes in the Asia-
Pacific group of the U.N. Human Rights Council,
winning a second consecutive two-year term at the
world body. Official sources said this was a reflection
of India ’s standing in the world. India was a
committed supporter of the U.N. human rights system
and would continue to work towards strengthening

of the Council.

Modi announces Rs. 745-crore

package for J&K
Prime Minister Narendra Modi  announced a

package of Rs. 745 crore for the reconstruction of
flood-ravaged houses and hospitals in Jammu and
Kashmir.

Mr. Modi ’s announcement came after he met
political and civil society delegations at the Raj

Bhavan here on conditions in the Valley after the Sep-
tember floods.

Earlier, the Prime Minister held a meeting at the
airport with the Governor, Chief Minister and senior
officials. Chief Minister Omar Abdullah sought liberal
financial assistance from the Centre for reconstruc-

tion.

NCW chief for legalising sex trade
The chairperson of the National Commission for

Women ( NCW) , Lalitha Kumaramangalam, has ad-
vocated legalising sex work to regulate the trade and
ensure better living conditions for women engaged in
commercial sex work. Legalising the trade, she says,
will also bring down trafficking in women and lower
the incidence of HIV and other sexually transmitted
diseases.

Ms. Kumaramangalam said she would put forth
the proposal at the empowered committee meeting of
the Cabinet on November 8. “It [legalisation] is meant
to regulate the trade. A vast majority of women in sex
trade are trafficked; if it is legalised then commercial

trafficking can be dealt with stringently, ” she told.

SC bars media from covering

judge sexual harassment case
The Supreme Court on Monday restrained the

media from publishing any proceedings on sexual
harassment allegations levelled by a former woman
judicial officer against Justice S.K. Gangele of the
Madhya Pradesh High Court ’s Gwalior Bench.

Acting on a writ petition from the judicial officer,
the apex court had already stayed an order passed
by Chief Justice of the M.P. High Court A.M. Kanwilkar,
constituting a panel to probe the sexual harassment
allegations. On Monday, a Bench of Justices J.S.
Khehar and A.K. Goel passed the restraint order
against the media until the judgment was rendered

by the apex court in the present petition.
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could be up for sale at a discount.

Emerging economies
more vulnerable to
shocks: IMF
The Global Financial Stability Report released by
the International Monetary Fund ( IMF)  warns that
the risk of shocks emerging from advanced
economies hitting emerging economies, including
India, has doubled since the collapse of Lehman
Brothers in 2008, triggering a global financial crisis.

The report finds that the share of
portfol io investments from
advanced economies in the total
debt and equity investments in
emerging markets has doubled in
the past decade to 12 per cent. The
heightened risk is on account of
these rapidly rising financial market

linkages through which shocks can get transferred
swiftly. The finding has implications for Indian policy-
makers as foreign portfolio investments in the debt
and equity markets have been on the rise.

The phenomenon is also flagged as a threat that
could compromise global financial stability in a chain
reaction, in the event of geopolitical flare-ups or a
less-than-orderly unwinding of the U.S. easy-
liquidity monetary policy. Reserve Bank Governor
and former IMF Chief Economist Raghuram Rajan
has also warned of the vulnerability of the global

Economy News
-from The Hindu

Retail sector to benefit
from REITs
The entry of real estate investment trusts ( REITs)
in the Indian market is expected to infuse a large
dose of liquidity into the cash-strapped commercial
real estate sector and could be a game changer.

In India, of the estimated 350 million square feet of

‘Grade A ’ office space — valued at around $65-70
billion — concentrated in the major urban centres,
about 80-100 million sq. ft is estimated to be eligible
for REITs in the next 2-3 years, valued at about
$15-20 billion, according to KPMG in
India. Apart from these, there are a
host of other commercial properties
such as shopping centres, retail malls,
among others, which are eligible for
REITs.

Retail malls in particular had seen
developers rush in and churn out malls all over the
country, but the rising vacancy rates following the
economic slowdown saw a slowdown on the supply
of mall space. An improvement in consumer
sentiment now is good news for organised retail.
Given that international retailers will prefer to take
up space in these malls, the shortage of quality
space is evident, and will be felt for some time.
REITs, in order to provide attractive yields, have to
buy assets at a reasonable price. While upcoming
superior grade malls will offer lucrative investment
opportunities, some existing lower grade malls
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economy and emerging market economies such as
India to the U.S. Fed ’s imminent reversal of its

“Quantitative Easing ” ( QE)  policy by which it kept
interest rates at near-zero levels to spur domestic
demand and kick-start the U.S. economy. This
resulted in a flow of dollar investments into emerging

markets such as India.

IMF stresses labour
reforms for India
The global economy needs a new momentum and a
bold policies agenda to avoid a “new mediocre ” period
of low and uneven growth as it continues to struggle

with a disappointing
recovery six years after
the Lehman Brothers ’

collapse triggered a
financial crisis,
International Monetary
Fund ( IMF)  Managing
Director Christine
Lagarde said. Ms.
Lagarde said the IMF was
recommending country-
specific infrastructure

investments and structural reforms, including those
for labour markets in emerging market economies
such as India, as the imperatives for raising growth.

It was a question of getting on with the job and doing
it and not just talking about building infrastructure to
push growth, Ms. Lagarde said at a press conference
at the onset of the IMF ’s annual meeting of members
here. Finance Secretary Arvind Mayaram is leading
the Indian delegation to the meeting as Union Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley is recovering from a surgery.
On India, Ms. Lagarde said India ’s growth was better
than expected.
The IMF released its Managing Director ’s Global
Policy Agenda that lists India as a country for which
alongside measures to increase investment,
particularly in infrastructure for el iminating
bottlenecks, labour market reforms should be a
priority in its quest for higher growth. The Agenda
also recommends addressing education gaps,
encouraging innovation and fostering financial

inclusion as other reform priorities for emerging
markets such as India. Further, it points out the
binding constraint of the low fiscal buffer available
for expansion of much-needed social services as
revenue is low and there is a need for broadening
the tax base and improving tax administration.
In a blow to India ’s current efforts at reviving the
World Trade Organisation talks at Geneva, the
Agenda said: “With even the relatively narrow WTO
Bali agreement now in limbo, the redoubling of joint
efforts is needed to avoid fragmenting global trade. ”

The WTO ’s Bali deal that proposed a way of finding
permanent solutions to the problem of minimum
support prices ( MSPs)  to farmers breaching its
permissible limits while granting them protection in
the interim and at the same time a Trade Facilitation
Agreement ( TFA)  has gone cold following India ’s
refusal to ratify a protocol. India in July this year
refused to ratify the TFA protocol until the time the
WTO makes “satisfactory ” progress on laying down
the road map for finding the permanent solution to
the issue of its MSPs in danger of breaching the
permissible limits.

The 2010 governance and quotas reforms of the
IMF are stuck as the U.S. Congress is yet to ratify
the Obama Administration ’s proposal. She hoped
that the different branches of the U.S. authorities

— the executive and legislative — would understand
the importance of the IMF ’s need to be
representative of global economy and including at
the table the people that should be there. “The role
of the IMF warrants that they ratify the reforms, ”

she said. The reforms would lead to a slight
reduction in the U.S. voting quota at the IMF while

increasing that of countries such as China.

TFA implementation
problem a ‘real shame’:
World Bank chief
World Bank President Jim Yong Kim has described
the world ’s inability to get across the finish line with
the Trade Facilitation Agreement as “really, really
a shame, ” adding that the market would “punish
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those who are putting their heads in the sand ”.

Speaking on the margins of the Annual Fall Meetings of the Bank and the International Monetary Fund alongside
Roberto Azevedo, Director-General of the World Trade Organisation, Mr. Kim said that global trade could have
a poverty-reducing impact but “all of this works better if we have this TFA. The more complicated the customs
rules, the more complicated the relationships are between countries, the more it favours bigger companies. ”

The entire panel discussion appeared to represent a pitch for the TFA, which has additional significance for
India, one of the few nations that declined to meet the July 31 deadline for adopting the Bali Agreement citing

concerns relating to the lack of progress on food security issues at the WTO.

Jean Tirole wins 2014 Nobel Prize for Economics
French economist Jean Tirole won the 2014 Nobel Prize for economics for his work that has shed light on how
governments should regulate powerful companies that dominate markets, the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences said.
Mr. Tirole ’s research showed that market regulations should be carefully adapted to the conditions of specific
industries, rather than general regulations such as price caps which can do more harm than good, the academy
said. The economics prize, officially called the Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of

Alfred Nobel, was established in 1968. It was not part of the original group of
awards set out in 1895 will of Nobel, the inventor of dynamite.
Mr. Tirole, 61, works at the Toulouse School of Economics in France, and
has a Ph.D. from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Left unregulated, industries that are dominated by a few single firms can
produce undesirable results, such as unnecessarily high prices or
unproductive companies blocking new firms from entering the market. From
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ministership in two years — have their work cut out.
Their swearing-in was billed as the first peaceful
transition of power in Afghanistan ’s history, but there
is little peace. Two suicide attacks in Kabul claimed
seven lives on Wednesday; a suicide bomber struck
near Kabul airport on the day of the swearing-in;

and, just a week ago the Taliban,
more confident as U.S and NATO
troops withdraw, launched a fierce
assault not far from the capital, in
Ghazni province. The peace
process that began under the
presidency of Hamid Karzai has
stalled. The Taliban want to rule
Afghanistan; they are hardly
interested in negotiating power-
sharing deals to participate in a

government they consider imposed by the West.
The main challenge before Mr. Ghani, a former
World Bank executive and one-time Finance
Minister in the Karzai government, is nothing less
than to ensure peace in a country with a raging
insurgency, repair an economy that is dependent
on international aid, even as he crafts a foreign
policy that has to take into account the demands of
half a dozen regional powers, including Pakistan,
and countries beyond. Mr. Karzai, eager towards
the end of his term to get rid of the pro-West tag
that was attached to him, had been reluctant to sign
an agreement allowing some U.S. troops to stay on
after the drawdown by end-2014. Mr. Ghani has
quickly drawn the l ine under the previous
government — among his first actions as President
was to ink the long pending Bilateral Security
Agreement and Status of Forces Agreement.

Compounding the difficulties is the tenuous political

Turkey vows to fight
Islamic State
Turkey signalled it may send troops into Syria or Iraq
and let allies use Turkish bases to fight Islamic State
( IS) , as coalition jets launched air
strikes on insurgents besieging a
town on its southern border with
Syria. The government sent a
proposal to Parliament which would
broaden existing powers and allow
Ankara to order military action to

“defeat attacks directed towards our
country from all terrorist groups in
Iraq and Syria ”.

The proposal would also mean Turkey, until now
reluctant to take a frontline role against IS, could allow
foreign forces to use its territory for cross-border
incursions. But President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said
the removal of Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad
remained a Turkish priority and stressed Ankara ’s
fears that U.S.-led air strikes without a broader
political strategy would only prolong the instability.

Turkey accuses Mr. Assad of stoking the growth of

IS through sectarian policies.

Afghanistan’s change of
guard
The new President of Afghanistan, Ashraff Ghani, and
Abdullah Abdullah, the country ’s ‘chief executive
officer ’ — a new post that is to evolve into a prime

International News
-from The Hindu
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the first time in support roles. The government says
the number of Super Hornets could soon be
increased to eight.

The special forces will also deploy to Iraq to “advise
and assist Iraqi security forces ” once the appropriate
legal arrangements were in place with the Iraqi
government, Mr. Abbott said. Mr. Abbott has
restricted combat operations to Iraq and has ruled
out Australian troops fighting on the ground.

Australia is among dozens of
countries from Europe, Middle East
and including Canada that have
signed up to the U.S.-led coalition
fighting the Islamic State in Iraq
and Syria. Contributions vary and
include military assistance and
humanitarian aid as well as

carrying out airstrikes.

The distance to
disarmament
The commemoration of the first International Day
for the Total Elimination of Nuclear Weapons on
September 26 was a moment for introspection. The
Cold War is behind us and it is nearly 70 years since
the catastrophe in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Yet,
why are nuclear arms the most contentious of all
Weapons of Mass Destruction, and nuclear
disarmament as distant as ever? The answers are
not far to seek. The 1966 Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty remains on date the only agreement to
prevent the spread of these weapons outside the
original five nuclear weapons states. But then, there
are more countries today that flaunt these terrible
weapons as a symbol of military might and many
more that are perhaps perilously close to their
acquisition. This bleak history is a commentary on
the discrimination inherent in the NPT. The treaty
privileges the status quo; it obliges non-nuclear
weapons states not to acquire nuclear weapons,
without concomitant guarantees on disarmament
from the Nuclear Weapons States ( NWSs) . The
1996 Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty aims

agreement between Mr. Ghani and Mr. Abdullah
that ended the post-election deadlock. Mr. Abdullah
had refused to accept his defeat in the presidential
run-off against Mr. Ghani, accusing him of electoral
fraud. After nearly six months of bitter negotiations,
Mr. Ghani agreed to share power with Mr. Abdullah
in a U.S.-brokered deal that has brought together
two leaders of opposed ethnicities — Mr. Ghani is
Pashtun while Mr. Abdullah is Tajik. New Delhi,
which was rightly wary of Mr. Karzai ’s overtures to
the Taliban, must support and encourage
Afghanistan ’s new leadership, but in
truth it is Pakistan, with its continuing
lifeline to the Taliban, which holds the
key to the stability and survival of the
new political arrangement. That in turn
is crucial to achieving long-term peace
in Afghanistan and ensuring the
region ’s security. Unfortunately, both
wil l be elusive unti l  Pakistan,
especially its security establishment,
is able to draw the right lessons from
its own pathetic internal security
situation to realise that an unstable Afghanistan

goes against its own interests.

Australia to launch
airstrikes in Iraq
Australia ’s prime minister said that the nation ’s air
force will launch airstrikes against Islamic State
targets in Iraq. The announcement has been widely
anticipated since six F/A-18F Super Hornet jet
fighters were pre-deployed to the United Arab
Emirates more than two weeks ago in response to
a formal request from the United States for specific
contributions to the international coalition.

Prime Minister Tony Abbott told reporters that the
deployment to Iraq “could be quite lengthy.
Certainly, months rather than weeks. ”

Two unarmed Australian air force planes an E-7A
Wedgetail surveillance and communications jet and
a KC-30A refuelling plane joined operations over
Iraq from the al-Minhad Air Base outside Dubai for
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ahead of China ’s national day.

China has already tested Dongfeng-31A, which also
has a 10,000 km reach, capable of targeting Europe
and the West Coast of the United States. But the
latest version may carry additional nuclear punch
because it may be capable of mounting multiple
warheads, unlike its earlier variant which can strike
with only three warheads.

Chinese state media had earlier reported that
Beijing was also working on the Dongfeng-41
system, which would have a 12,000 km range,

capable of targeting all parts of the U.S.

Normality returns, Hong
Kong govt. gets upper
hand
Authorities in Hong Kong seemed have established
an upper hand over student-led protesters, who
were unable on Monday to prevent civil servants
from going back to work, or the reopening of
schools, which had remained shuttered for most of
last week. Unlike last week ’s surging demonstration
of street power, the number of protesters dwindled
into hundreds in the three major protest sites: Mong
Kok; Causeway Bay, the shopping district; and
Admiralty, the seat of government offices.

With the government stealing a march over activists,
the stage seemed set for a dialogue with the
protesters, who could no longer talk from a position
of strength. The talks are expected to focus on

political reforms, rather than on
seeking the resignation of Hong
Kong Chief Executive, Leung Chun-
ying, as had been demanded earlier.

The opposition activists are seeking
open nominations for the 2017
elections to the post of Chief
Executive. The Chinese government
has committed itself to universal

to prohibit all tests and explosions. A potentially
crucial deal, it has yet to come into force because
not all of the 44 countries with nuclear power
reactors would ratify it. The big players in Asia ’s
geopolitics including India have kept out of it, as
has Washington.

Formal negotiations to finalise a Fissile Material Cut-
off Treaty have not commenced in all these
decades. At issue has been the question whether
such a deal should cover existing or future
stockpiles of plutonium and highly enriched uranium
needed to produce nuclear weapons. The refusal
of many non-aligned countries to sign up to a deal
that would exclude current stocks from its purview,
in effect preserving the hegemony of the NWSs,
seem unexceptionable. The 2010 New START
( strategic arms reduction treaty)  limits the U.S.
and Russia to 1,550 strategic nuclear warheads
deployed on 700 strategic delivery systems. This
is the most current legally binding and verifiable
bilateral arms control accord between Washington
and Moscow. Meanwhile, the five nuclear weapons
free zones in different regions across the globe have
not been backed by unconditional assurances by
the original five NWSs not to use force. Against this
overall backdrop, the recent global ban on chemical
and biological weapons — other categories of
WMDs — offers the hope of securing a similar
abolition in relation to nuclear weapons at some
time in the future. Efforts at the UN Conference on
Disarmament towards the conclusion of a treaty may
be long-drawn. But the stakes for world peace were

never greater than they are today.

China tests new long-
range missile
China has test fired a new variant of
its 10,000 km range missile,
sharpening its nuclear deterrent in the
wake of the ‘Pivot to Asia ’ doctrine of
the United States, which aims to bolter
force levels around China ’s periphery.
The long range missile, Dongfeng-31B
was launched on September 25,
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includes open nomination of candidates for the post
of Chief Executive ( CE)  of the territory in the
elections scheduled for 2017. Their protests have
acquired a sharp and emotive edge after Beijing
was accused of reneging on its commitment to
premise the entire electoral process from 2017 on
universal suffrage, including the choice of
candidates for Hong Kong ’s highest office.

The high-profile protests that could, if they get
prolonged, threaten Hong Kong ’s status as one of

Asia ’s premier financial centres need
to be analysed in their fuller context.
During the entire period of British rule

— a full 155 years following the Opium
Wars — democratic advancement in
the territory was minimal. Post-1997
under Chinese sovereignty, the
democratic reform process has begun
to take shape, based on the Basic
Law adopted by China in 1990. Under

its terms, the CE would be elected by universal
suffrage in 2017; but a committee would also be
formed that would supervise nominations. While the
agitating students, seeking unconditional
democracy, may be unhappy with this law, the
accusation that Beijing has reneged on its legal
obligations is entirely flawed. It is highly unlikely
that despite the considerable force of the social
media at their command and the sizeable
mobilisation on the streets, the protesters will
manage to persuade Beijing to change its mind on
the fundamentals of its “one country-two systems ”

policy, which allows the people of Hong Kong to
retain their distinctive legal and political system. Yet,
Beijing may seriously consider addressing other
aspects of alienation in Hong Kong, including the
dislocation of identity because mainlanders,
prospering from China ’s economic boom, establish
businesses in Hong Kong, elbowing out sections
of the locally entrenched elite from their vantage

positions. Besides,
skyrocketing property
prices are causing people,
in some cases, to spend
nearly 70 per cent of their
incomes on mortgage
payments, dimming hope

suffrage, but has also stated, as part of the Basic
Law formulated in 1990, that a nominating
committee will vet the candidates, based on

extensive consultations for the 2017 CE ’s election.

World Bank trims Asia
growth outlook, urges
reform
The World Bank has trimmed its
growth forecast for developing East
Asian economies this year to 6.9 per
cent and urged governments to
improve conditions for investment
and exports. The forecast said that
Asian growth should pick up next
year, with the exception of China, as
a recovery in developed markets
increases demand for exports.

The latest growth outlook is down from the bank ’s
7.1 per cent forecast for the region that includes
China, Southeast Asia and Pacific Islands. But the
region still has the world ’s fastest growth.

The bank said the region has the potential to grow
faster than other developing regions if governments
implement an “ambitious domestic reform agenda ”

including removing barriers to investment and

improving export competitiveness.

For clarity on Hong Kong
Hong Kong has been rocked by a spate of student-
led protests that have swept across the city ’s
sensitive financial, administrative and shopping
hubs. The agitation has sharply brought into focus
the “one country-two systems ” policy
that defined Hong Kong ’s transition
from an erstwhile British colony to a
Special Administrative Region
( SAR)  of the People ’s Republic of
China ( PRC) . The protesters are
clamouring for full democracy, that
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The U.N. report cites the Ukrainian government as
saying more than 4,500 residential buildings have
been damaged or destroyed in the fighting. At least
22 settlements remain without running water, while
93 settlements have no electricity, the report said.

Lack of proper housing is becoming particularly
acute with the approach of winter, when
temperatures can drop below freezing for weeks
on end. According to government information from
mid-September, some 25,500 displaced people
were living in shelters unsuited for winter habitation,

the U.N. said.

Syrian rights groups call
on world to save Kobani
Several Syrian human rights groups called on the
world to save the embattled Syrian Kurdish town of
Kobani from falling into the hands of the Islamic
State group as new U.S.-led airstrikes targeted the

extremists near the town
Wednesday.

The strikes are part of a wave of
U.S.-led coalition bombing this week
that aims to prevent Islamic State
fighters from capturing the town. An
activist group said the strikes killed
at least 45 militants since last strike,
forcing them to withdraw from parts
of Kobani. The dramatic appeal by
human rights groups came after

Islamic State fighters despite the airstrikes managed
to push into parts of the town, located on the Syria-
Turkish border and also known under its Arabic
name of Ayn Arab.

Kobani has been under the onslaught of the Islamic
State group since mid-September when the
militants ’ launched their offensive in the area,
capturing several Kurdish villages around the town
and bringing Syria ’s civil war yet again to Turkey ’s
doorstep.

for a bright future, especially among young people.
While it may be inclined to stick to its guns, a better-
represented nominating committee, not shy of either
holding extensive consultations or allowing more
open-minded candidates to enter the electoral fray,
may serve the immediate purpose of correcting the
democratic imbalances that have been exposed by

the protests.

UN says hundreds killed
during Ukraine ceasefire
At least 331 deaths have been reported in eastern
Ukraine since last month ’s ceasefire deal between
Russian-backed separatists and government
troops, the United Nations said. Donetsk airport,
the focus of much of the fighting, has no immediate
tactical significance for separatist forces devoid of
any air power. However, the government ’s hold on
the facility gives it a strategic position to attack rebel
positions in the city.

At least 3,660 people have been
killed over six months of fighting,
according to U.N. estimates. The U.N.
says some deaths reported since the
Sept. 5 truce agreement may include
individuals killed before that date.
Donetsk city hall reported
Wednesday that three civilians died
overnight from shelling.

U.N. High Commissioner for Human
Rights Zeid Ra ’ad Al Hussein said in a statement
that the security crisis needed to be tackled so
residents of east Ukraine could reclaim their rights
to education, adequate health care, housing and
employment. The U.N. estimates some 5 million
people are being deprived of their basic rights in
east Ukraine.

Separatist fighters have been observed firing
artillery from residential areas, eliciting hasty
responses from Ukrainian troops that often miss
their mark and hit houses.
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causing traffic and commuter chaos with tail-backs
stretching for miles.

The protesters are well equipped to sit it out, with
supply stations stocked with essentials such as
water, biscuits, noodles and cereals. They also have
makeshift showers and dozens of tents already
pitched where they can sleep.

China rules the former British colony through a “one
country, two systems ” formula which allows wide-
ranging autonomy and freedoms not enjoyed on the
mainland and specifies universal suffrage as an
eventual goal. But Beijing ruled in August it would
screen candidates who want to run for the city ’s
election for a chief executive in 2017, which
democracy activists said rendered the notion of
universal suffrage meaningless.

Hong Kong Chief Secretary Carrie Lam said the
talks with the students were off because of the
strident demands for universal suffrage, which she
said was not in accordance with the city ’s mini-
constitution, and because of their “i l legal ”

occupation of parts of the city and calls for people
to rally.

China has also branded the protests illegal and
criticised the U.S. Congress for sending the “wrong
message ” to demonstrators with its encouragement
in a “deliberate attack ” on China. The annual report
to U.S. Congress by the Congressional-Executive
Commission on China said the United States should
increase support for democracy in Hong Kong and
push for universal suffrage.

Scenes of tear gas wafting between some of the
world ’s most valuable buildings, violent clashes,
mass disruptions to business and commuter chaos
have underscored the challenges Beijing faces in
imposing its will on Hong Kong. Protest numbers
have dwindled to just a few hundred people at sites
around the city, but activists have managed to keep
up their blockade of some major roads, to the

frustration of some city residents.

The fighting has forced some 200,000 of the town
residents and villagers from the area to flee and
seek shelter across the frontier in Turkey. Activists
also say that more than 400 people have been killed
in the fighting.

In their appeal, seven rights groups including the
Kurdish Organization for Human Rights and the
Human Rights Organization in Syria said Islamic
State fighters ’ offensive on Kobani and their

“inhuman practices and measures have taken a
clear form of persecution and ethnic cleansing. ” The
statement also said that the fighting over Kobani
has displaced nearly 280,000 people who fled
fearing “kill ings, executions, throat sl itting,
beheadings, mayhem and kidnaping of women and
children. ”

The Islamic State group has conquered vast swaths
of Syria and Iraq, declaring a self-styled caliphate
governed by its strict interpretation of Islamic law,
or Shariah. The militants have massacred captured
Syrian and Iraqi troops, terrorized minorities and
beheaded two American journalists and two British
aid workers.

The Syrian human rights group also criticized
Turkey, saying it was “preventing and hindering the
entrance of Kurdish refugees fleeing Syria’s northern
border from the brutality and terrorist acts” of the

Islamic State group.

Thousands of Hong Kong
protesters regroup after
govt rejects talks
Thousands of protesters regrouped in central Hong
Kong to push their call for democracy, a day after
the government called off talks with students amid
a two-week standoff that has shaken communist
China ’s capitalist hub. Scores arrived with tents,
suggesting they were in for the long haul despite a
call by police to remove obstacles that have blocked
major roads in and out of the financial centre,
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The Russians are planning to invest $55 billion in
building infrastructure and further exploring Siberia ’s
energy resources, to consolidate their outreach to
Asia via China.

As Moscow prepares to receive Chinese Prime
Minister, Li Keqiang, who has already commenced
his official visit to Europe, Russian Prime Minister
Dmitry Medvedev has announced that the Russian
energy giant Gazprom, and the China National
Petroleum Company ( CNPC)  — the two lead
players in the project — will receive “comprehensive
assistance ” from the two governments.

The two countries are already upscaling their energy
ambitions by negotiating additional supplies, which
could double proposed energy flows from Siberia
along an additional western route. In a media
briefing ahead of Mr. Li ’s visit, Chinese Vice-Foreign
Minister, Cheng Guoping, acknowledged that the
energy departments from the two countries “are
busy with negotiations on the construction of the

West Route gas pipeline ”.

Pro-democracy crowds
return to Hong Kong
streets

Protests in Hong Kong continue to
follow a roller-coaster path, with
huge crowds which have once
again converged on the streets,
facing a Monday ultimatum by
authorities to disperse. After a
sharp decline in mobil isation
following an initial high, crowds
supporting the protests surged yet
again on Saturday night in the
Admiralty area, the political heart
of Hong Kong. The build-up
followed calls for a demonstration
of street power by protests

leaders, after the government earlier stepped back
from proposed talks, which it said were possible
only if the agitators stayed at home.

China-Russia mega gas
deal takes off
China and Russia have begun implementing their
$400 billion mega-gas deal — a strategic project
that would allow Moscow to lower its dependence
on the European market, and open prospects of
tapping the growing energy demand in the Asia-
Pacific, with Beijing as the star consumer.

Russia ’s eastward shift is anchored by the
agreement to supply China 38 billion cubic meters
of gas every year for 30 years. Gas flows will
commence in 2018 after the lengthy Siberia Power
Pipeline, having both Russian and Chinese
components, gets completed.

The Chinese side froze the design and construction
plan on its side for the pipeline, which will start in
northeast China ’s Heilongjiang province and
terminate in Shanghai, China ’s premier commercial
and industrial hub. Construction is expected to start
next year, covering three main segments before the
pipeline terminates in Shanghai three years later.
Work on Russian segment of the pipeline, linking
Siberia ’s Kovyktin and Chayandin gas fields with
the eastern port city of Vladivostok — a distance of
4,000 km — commenced last month.

Russian President Vladimir Putin has underscored
the importance of the project
by pointing out that Moscow
and Beij ing were now

“launching a large-scale
strategic project on the global
level ”. Underscoring the
energy deal ’s larger
geopolitical fall-out, he said
that the “new gas pipeline will
signif icantly strengthen
[Russia ’s] economic
cooperation with the
governments of the Asia-
Pacific region and, first and
foremost, with our key partner China ”.
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required the exercise of “full authority ” by the
Palestinian Authority, led by Western-backed
President Mahmoud Abbas.

The latest Hamas-Israel was the most ruinous of
three wars between Hamas and Israel since 2008,
leaving more than 2,000 Palestinians, mostly
civilians killed. Another 10,000 were wounded, and

some 100,000 people remain homeless.

EU sanctions against
LTTE struck down
European Union ( EU)  judges struck down anti-
terrorism sanctions against the Tamil Tigers that
were imposed by the EU but said that the assets of
the Sri Lankan group should remain frozen for the
time being.
The court said a decision by EU leaders in 2006 to
place the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
( LTTE)  on a list of terrorist organisations had
been based on “imputations derived from the press
and the Internet ” rather than on direct investigation
of the group ’s actions, as required by law.

It said in a statement that the EU had also failed,
when following Indian sanctions against the Tigers,
to ensure that India gave sufficient judicial protection
to those it accused. However, the court rejected the
LTTE ’s contention that it was exempt from EU anti-
terrorism legislation because it was engaged in an

“armed conflict ” with the Sri Lankan government and
bound by the laws of war.

The court, which stressed it was taking no view on
whether the LTTE was a terrorist organisation, said
EU laws on terrorism also applied to armed conflicts.

Saying that sanctions might be applied in future
against the Tigers, who were defeated militarily in
2009, the court said assets that were frozen should

remain so “temporarily ”.

UN Ebola fund falls short

While the students gathered in strength, their
movement did not appear to find significant support
among a broad section of the working class.  The
construction workers union of Hong Kong exhorted
the protesters to leave the streets. Taxi drivers,
whose incomes have shrunk on account of the
blockades, also urged protesters occupying main
roads on Hong Kong to head home as soon as

possible.

US promises $212 million
in new Gaza aid
The United States promised $212 million in
immediate assistance to the devastated Gaza Strip
yet urged Palestinians and Israelis to return to peace
negotiations to break a cycle of violence that has
yielded three wars in six years. The Palestinians
are seeking $4 billion in aid from donors at a
conference in Cairo to rebuild Gaza after this
summer ’s 50-day war between Hamas and Israel.

Mr. Kerry said the new U.S. money, which takes
American aid to the Palestinians to more than $400
million this year, would go to security, economic
development, food and medicine, shelter and water

and sanitation projects.

Gaza reconstruction
conference opens in Cairo
An international donors ’ conference to help Gaza
rebuild after the devastating, 50-day Israel-Hamas
war this summer has opened in Cairo with
participants expected to pledge hundreds of millions
of dollars.

Egyptian leader Abdel-Fattah el-Sissi kicked off the
one-day gathering Sunday involving envoys such
as U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry. Egypt ’s
government negotiated a cease-fire that ended the
fighting on Aug. 27. In his address, Mr. Sissi said
the reconstruction of Gaza hinged on a “permanent
calm ” between Hamas and Israel. He said it also
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seized by Islamic State
Syria ’s Information Minister says the Syrian

air force has destroyed two of three jets seized and
test flown over Aleppo by the Islamic State group
last week.

Omran al-Zoubi told Syrian TV late Tuesday
that Syrian aircraft bombed the jets as they were
landing on the runway of the Jarrah airbase in the
eastern countryside of Aleppo Province. He said the

Syrian air force was searching for the third jet.

Nigerian parliament approves $1

bn loan to fight Boko Haram
The Nigerian House of Representatives  ap-

proved President Goodluck Jonathan ’s
request to borrow not more than one bil-
lion dollars to tackle the security chal-
lenges facing the country.

On September 25, the Nigerian
Senate had approved the request made
by the Nigerian leader to borrow the
amount to tackle the national security

challenges.

Ebola responsible for 4,877

deaths: WHO
Ebola is now believed to have killed 4,877

people globally and that the spread of the lethal vi-
rus remains “persistent and widespread ” in West
Africa, the World Health Organization ( WHO)  said.

In a new update, WHO also said there have
been 9,936 probable, suspected and confirmed
cases of Ebola, mostly in Guinea, Sierra Leone and
Liberia. It said transmission remains “intense ” in the
capital cities and that cases continue to be

underreported.

China launches experimental

moon orbiter
China has launched an experimental space-

craft to fly around the moon and back to Earth in
preparation for the country ’s first unmanned return
trip to the lunar surface.

The eight-day program begun on Friday is a
test run for a 2017 mission that aims to have a Chi-

of goal
The U.N. trust fund launched for combating spread
of the deadly Ebola virus has only $100,000 cash,
a minuscule amount compared to the $1 billion that
the world body needs to help tackle the outbreak.
The trust fund has received pledges of about $20
million from various governments, but only $100,000
in actual cash deposits

U.N. chief Ban Ki-moon appealed to the
international community to provide the billion dollars
that will enable the U.N. and partners to “get ahead
of the curve ” and meet the target of reducing the
rate of transmission by December 1.

Mr. Ban ’s call to action echoes the
stark warning issued to the Security
Council last week by head of the U.N.
Mission for Ebola Emergency
Response ( UNMEER)  Anthony
Banbury, who said the world must
move quickly to ensure that at least
70 per cent of all people infected with
Ebola are getting treatment by
December 1, and that 70 per cent of all burials occur
without contamination by that date.

The latest figures from the U.N. World Health
Organization ( WHO)  indicate a total of 8,997
cases in seven countries — Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Spain and United States and
4,493 deaths. The disease has taken its toll on

healthcare workers, with 427 infected and 236 dead.

US defence department to create

medical team for Ebola
The US Department of Defense said on Sun-

day the military is creating a 30-member team which
will be tasked with providing emergency assistance
in case of Ebola virus infection in the country.

The department ’s spokesman John Kirby said
the step is taken at the request of the country ’s De-
partment of Health and Human Services, stressing
the team will stand ready to “respond quickly, effec-

tively, and safely ” in the event of more Ebola cases.

Syria claims it destroyed jets
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nese spaceship land on the moon, retrieve samples and return to Earth. That would make China only the third

country after the United States and Russia to have carried out such a mission.

Egypt declares emergency in North Sinai
Egypt has declared a three-month state of emergency in the restive North Sinai province after 31 soldiers

have been killed in two different terrorist attacks.
The decision was taken late yesterday by the National Defence Council, convened by President Abdel —

Fattah el —Sisi after an urgent meeting, according to Egyptian state —run TV.

Brazil’s Rousseff wins second term
 Left-leaning President Dilma Rousseff was re-elected  in the tightest race Brazil has seen since its return to
democracy three decades ago, giving the juggernaut Workers ’ Party its fourth-straight presidential victory and

the chance to extend its social transformation of the globe ’s fifth-largest country.
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f lourish even as the governments change.
Welcoming the wide range of collaborative activities
undertaken to improve their citizens ’ lives, both
leaders agreed to revitalize the existing partnership
and find new areas for collaboration and mutual
benefit.

Noting that two-way trade has increased fivefold
since 2001 to nearly $100 billion, President Obama
and Prime Minister Modi committed to facilitate the
actions necessary to increase trade another fivefold.
President Obama and Prime Minister Modi

recognized that U.S. and
Indian businesses have a
critical role to play in
sustainable, inclusive, and job-
led growth and development. In
order to raise investment by
institutional investors and
corporate entities, the leaders
pledged to establish an Indo-
U.S. Investment Initiative led
by the Ministry of Finance and
the Department of Treasury,

with special focus on capital market development
and financing of infrastructure. They pledged to
establish an Infrastructure Collaboration Platform
convened by the Ministry of Finance and the
Department of Commerce to enhance participation
of U.S. companies in infrastructure projects in India.

In this context, the U.S. government welcomes
India ’s offer for U.S. industry to be the lead partner
in developing smart cities in Ajmer ( Rajasthan) ,
Vishakhapatnam ( Andhra Pradesh)  and
Allahabad ( Uttar Pradesh) . The Prime Minister
will welcome two trade missions in 2015 focused

Featured: India-U.S. joint
statement
The Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi and the
President of the United States of America Barack
Obama met. Marking their first bilateral summit, the
President recognized the Prime Minister ’s historic
election victory in the largest democratic election
ever held.
The two leaders extolled the broad strategic and
global partnership between the United States and
India, which will continue to generate greater
prosperity and security for their
citizens and the world. Prime
Minister Modi emphasized the
priority India accords to its
partnership with the United
States, a principal partner in the
realization of India ’s rise as a
responsible, influential world
power. Given the shared values,
people-to-people ties, and
pluralistic traditions, President
Obama recognized that India ’s
rise as a friend and partner is in the United States ’

interest. They endorsed the first “Vision Statement
for the Strategic Partnership ” as a guide to
strengthen and deepen cooperation in every sector
for the benefit of global stability and people ’s
livelihoods over the next ten years. They committed
to a new mantra for the relationship, “Chalein Saath
Saath: Forward Together We Go. ”

The two leaders recognized that the bilateral
relationship enjoys strong support in both countries,
which has allowed the strategic partnership to

India and the World
-From the Hindu
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Economic and Financial Partnership in early 2015.
They also welcomed the expansion of the
partnership in oversight of financial institutions,
including between Reserve Bank of India and the
U.S. Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
and the Office of the Comptroller of Currency. They
also agreed to reinvigorate the India-U.S. CEO
Forum, and welcomed India ’s offer to host the
Forum for the second time in early 2015.
The two leaders reaffirmed their commitment to
implement fully the U.S.-India civi l  nuclear
cooperation agreement. They established a Contact
Group on advancing the implementation of civil
nuclear energy cooperation in order to realize early
their shared goal of delivering electricity from U.S.-
built nuclear power plants in India. They looked
forward to advancing the dialogue to discuss all
implementation issues, including but not limited to
administrative issues, liability, technical issues, and
licensing to facilitate the establishment of nuclear
parks, including power plants with Westinghouse
and GE-Hitachi technology.

Recognizing the critical importance of increasing
energy access, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, and improving resilience in the face of
climate change, President Obama and Prime
Minister Modi agreed to a new and enhanced
strategic partnership on energy security, clean
energy, and climate change. They agreed to
strengthen and expand the highly successful U.S.-
India Partnership to Advance Clean Energy
( PACE)  through a series of priority initiatives,
including a new Energy Smart Cities Partnership to
promote efficient urban energy infrastructure; a new
program to scale-up renewable energy integration
into India ’s power grid; cooperation to support
India ’s efforts to upgrade its alternative energy
institutes and to develop new innovation centers;
an expansion of the Promoting Energy Access
through Clean Energy ( PEACE)  program to
unlock additional private sector investment and
accelerate the deployment of cost-effective, super-
efficient appliances; and the formation of a new
Clean Energy Finance Forum to promote
investment and trade in clean energy projects.

on meeting India ’s infrastructure needs with U.S.
technology and services.

They also committed to a new partnership to
advance the Prime Minister ’s goal of improved
access to clean water and sanitation for all. USAID,
through the Urban India Water, Sanitation, and
Hygiene ( WASH)  All iance, will  serve as
knowledge partner to help leverage private and civil
society innovation, expertise, and technology, such
as with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, to
support the Prime Minister ’s 500 Cities National
Urban Development Mission and Clean India
Campaign.

The President welcomed the Prime Minister ’s
ambitious plan to extend basic financial services to
all its citizens, giving them powerful tools to manage
their finances and more fully participate in India ’s
growing economy. The President and Prime
Minister underlined the important contribution that
U.S. locomotive technology, equipment to monitor
rail system assets, and U.S. best practices can play
in modernizing India ’s vast railway network,
including accessing programs of U.S. Trade and
Development Agency in this work.

The leaders discussed their concerns about the
current impasse in the World Trade Organization
and its effect on the multilateral trading system, and
directed their officials to consult urgently along with
other WTO members on the next steps. The leaders
committed to work through the Trade Policy Forum
to promote a business environment attractive for
companies to invest and manufacture in India and
in the United States. Agreeing on the need to foster
innovation in a manner that promotes economic
growth and job creation, the leaders committed to
establish an annual high-level Intellectual Property
( IP)  Working Group with appropriate decision-
making and technical-level meetings as part of the
Trade Policy Forum. They recognized in particular
the contribution of the Indian and U.S. Information
Technology ( IT)  industry and the IT-enabled
service industry in strengthening India-U.S. trade
and investment relations.
The leaders look forward to the annual U.S.-India
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Initiative in September 2014 and endorsed its
decision to establish a Task Force to expeditiously
evaluate and decide on unique projects and
technologies which would have a transformative
impact on bilateral defense relations and enhance
India ’s defense industry and military capabilities.

The leaders agreed to intensify cooperation in
maritime security to ensure freedom of navigation
and unimpeded movement of lawful shipping and
commercial activity, in accordance with accepted
principles of international law. To achieve this
objective, the two sides considered enhancing
technology partnerships for India ’s Navy including
assessing possible areas of technology
cooperation. They also agreed to upgrade their
existing bilateral exercise MALABAR.

The leaders reaffirmed their deep concern over the
continued threat posed by terrorism, most recently
highlighted by the dangers presented by the ISIL,
and underl ined the need for continued
comprehensive global efforts to combat and defeat
terrorism. The leaders stressed the need for joint
and concerted efforts, including the dismantling of
safe havens for terrorist and criminal networks, to
disrupt all financial and tactical support for networks
such as Al Qaeda, Lashkar-e Taiba, Jaish-e-
Mohammad, the D-Company, and the Haqqanis.
They reiterated their call for Pakistan to bring the
perpetrators of the November 2008 terrorist attack
in Mumbai to justice.

They pledged to enhance criminal law enforcement,
security, and military information exchanges, and
strengthen cooperation on extradition and mutual
legal assistance. Through operational cooperation
through their law enforcement agencies, they aimed
to prevent the spread of counterfeit currency and
inhibit the use of cyberspace by terrorists, criminals,
and those who use the internet for unlawful
purposes, and to facilitate investigation of criminal
and terrorist activities. The leaders also committed
to identify modalities to exchange terrorist watch
lists. President Obama pledged to help India counter
the threat of improvised explosive devices with
information and technology. The leaders committed
to pursue provision of U.S.-made mine-resistant

Both leaders are committed to working towards a
successful outcome in Paris in 2015 of the
conference of the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change ( UNFCCC) , including the
creation of a new global agreement on climate
change. The leaders recalled previous bilateral and
multilateral statements on the phase-down of
hydrofluorocarbons ( HFCs) . They recognized the
need to use the institutions and expertise of the
Montreal Protocol to reduce consumption and
production of HFCs, while continuing to report and
account for the quantities reduced under the
UNFCCC. They pledged to urgently arrange a
meeting of their bilateral task force on HFCs prior
to the next meeting of the Montreal Protocol to
discuss issues such as safety, cost, and commercial
access to new or alternative technologies to replace
HFCs. The two sides would thereafter cooperate
on next steps to tackle the challenge posed by HFCs
to global warming.

They launched a new U.S.-India Partnership for
Climate Resilience to advance capacity for climate
adaptation planning, and a new program of work
on air quality aimed at delivering benefits for climate
change and human health. They also launched a
new U.S.-India Climate Fellowship Program to build
long-term capacity to address climate change-
related issues in both countries. The President and
Prime Minister instructed their senior officials to
work through the U.S.-India Energy Dialogue, U.S.-
India Joint Working Group on Combating Climate
Change, and other relevant fora to advance these
and other initiatives.

To facilitate deeper defense cooperation, they
welcomed the decision to renew for ten more years
the 2005 Framework for the U.S.-India Defense
Relationship and directed their defense teams to
develop plans for more ambitious programs and
activit ies. The two leaders also agreed to
reinvigorate the Political-Military Dialogue and
expand its role to serve as a wider dialogue on
export licensing, defense cooperation and strategic
cooperation.

The leaders welcomed the first meeting under the
framework of the Defense Trade and Technology
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in the NSG. He supported India ’s early application
and eventual membership in all four regimes.

As active participants in the Nuclear Security
Summit process, the United States and India
welcomed progress toward reducing the risk of
terrorists acquiring nuclear weapons or related
materials, and noted their shared commitment to
improving nuclear security nationally and globally.
They reviewed their bilateral dialogue on nuclear
security and endorsed working through India ’s
Global Centre for Nuclear Energy Partnership to
reinforce safe and secure use of nuclear energy
worldwide. They also pledged to strengthen their
efforts to forge a partnership to lead global efforts
for non-proliferation of WMDs, to reduce the
salience of nuclear weapons in international affairs,
and to promote universal, verifiable, and non-
discriminatory global nuclear disarmament.

Noting India ’s “Act East ” policy and the United
States ’ rebalance to Asia, the leaders committed to
work more closely with other Asia Pacific countries
through consultations, dialogues, and joint
exercises. They underlined the importance of their
trilateral dialogue with Japan and decided to explore
holding this dialogue among their Foreign Ministers.

The President and Prime Minister emphasized the
need to accelerate infrastructure connectivity and
economic development corridors for regional
economic integration linking South, Southeast, and
Central Asia. The President reiterated that the
United States, through its New Silk Road and India-
Pacific Economic Corridor, is promoting the linkage
of India to its neighbors and the wider region to
enable a freer flow of commerce and energy.

The President and Prime Minister noted the success
of their countries ’ collaboration on agricultural
innovation in three African countries. They
announced a new agreement to expand joint
development initiatives in third countries in a range
of sectors, including agricultural productivity, clean
energy, health, women ’s empowerment, and
disaster preparedness. They also look forward to
continuing the productive cooperation in

ambush-protected vehicles to India.

Fundamental science and high technology
cooperation has been a critical pillar of the strategic
partnership, the two leaders confirmed, and they
looked forward to renewing the Science and
Technology Agreement in order to expand joint
activities in innovative technology. The Prime
Minister welcomed the United States as a partner
country, for the first time, at India ’s annual
Technology Summit in November 2014. In addition,
they committed to convene the ninth High
Technology Cooperation Group ( HTCG) . They
plan to launch new partnerships to source and scale
innovation for the benefit of citizens in both countries
and to harness innovation to solve global
development challenges.

The President welcomed India ’s contribution and
cooperation on high-energy physics and accelerator
research and development with the U.S.
Department of Energy. The President thanked the
Prime Minister for his offer to have U.S. institutions
partner with a new Indian Institute of Technology.
The two leaders exchanged congratulations on the
successful entry into orbit of their respective Mars
missions, which occurred two days apart. They
welcomed the establishment and planned first
meeting of the NASA-ISRO Mars Joint Working
Group under the U.S.-India Civil Space Joint
Working Group. The leaders also look forward to
the successful conclusion of a new agreement to
support the NASA-ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar
( NISAR)  mission, to be launched in 2021.

The United and India also intend to start a new
dialogue on maintaining long-term security and
sustainability of the outer space environment,
including space situational awareness and collision
avoidance in outer space. As a critical step in
strengthening global nonproliferation and export
control regimes, the President and Prime Minister
committed to continue work towards India ’s phased
entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group ( NSG) ,
the Missile Technology Control Regime ( MTCR) ,
the Wassenaar Arrangement and the Australia
Group. The President affirmed that India meets
MTCR requirements and is ready for membership
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welcomed the partnership with India to train third
country peacekeepers at India ’s training center in
New Delhi. The President reaffirmed his support for
a reformed UN Security Council with India as a
permanent member, and both leaders committed
to ensuring that the Security Council continues to
play an effective role in maintaining international
peace and security as envisioned in the United
Nations Charter.

The President also affirmed his commitment to
enhancing India ’s voice and vote in international
financial institutions, and ensuring that resources
are made available and are used creatively through
multilateral development banks for infrastructure
financing.

India contributes $1
million to UN women’s
body

Underscoring its
commitment to the United
Nations ’ body on gender
equality and women
empowerment, India has
contributed $1 million to the
organisation for the current
financial year.

External Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj handed
over the cheque as India ’s
contribution to the core

voluntary budget of UN Women ( United Nations
Entity for Gender Equality and the Empowerment
of Women)  to Under-Secretary General and
Executive Director of UN Women, Phumzile
Mlambo-Ngcuka on Thursday for the 2014-2015
financial year.

The contribution constituted the fifth installment of
India ’s multi-year pledge to provide core predictable
funding to UN Women ’s resources and takes India ’s
existing total contribution to $5 million to the UN
body. Ms. Swaraj reaffirmed the Indian

Afghanistan on promoting women ’s economic
empowerment.

The Prime Minister and the President reaffirmed
their shared interest in preserving regional peace
and stability, which are critical to the Asia Pacific
region ’s continued prosperity. The leaders
expressed concern about rising tensions over
maritime territorial disputes, and affirmed the
importance of safeguarding maritime security and
ensuring freedom of navigation and over flight
throughout the region, especially in the South China
Sea. The Prime Minister and President called on
all parties to avoid the use, or threat of use, of force
in advancing their claims. The two leaders urged
the concerned parties to pursue resolution of their
territorial and maritime disputes through all peaceful
means, in accordance with universally recognized
principles of international law, including the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.

India and the United States pledged to consult
closely on global crises, especially unfolding events
in Syria and Iraq. The two
leaders committed to exchange
information about nationals
returning from these conflict
zones, and to seek cooperation
in protecting and responding to
the needs of civilians stranded in
the middle of these conflicts.

The two leaders expressed
concerns over the continued
development by the Democratic
People ’s Republic of Korea ( DPRK)  of its nuclear
weapons and ballistic missile programs, including
its uranium enrichment activities. They urged DPRK
to take concrete actions toward denuclearization
and other goals, as well as to comply fully with all
its international obligations, including all relevant
UN Security Council resolutions, and to fulfill its
commitments under the 2005 Joint Statement of the
Six-Party Talks.

The President expressed appreciation for the
contributions of Indian peacekeepers to global
peace and stability for the past 60 years, and
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annual report on IPR under U.S. Trade Act. India
has been repeatedly raising the issue of copyright
piracy and misappropriation of traditional knowledge
with the U.S., the clarification added.

The joint Indo-U.S. statement issued during Prime
Minister Modi ’s recent visit to the U.S. had said:

“Agreeing on the need to foster innovation in a
manner that promotes economic growth and job
creation, the leaders committed to establish an
annual high level Intellectual Property ( IP)
Working Group with appropriate decision making
and technical level meetings as a part of the trade
policy forum ”.

The TPF that had not met for three years is
scheduled to meet later this month. It includes the
Innovation and Creativity Focus Group for
consultations between the two countries at least
twice a year on improving IPR protection and
enforcement, working towards greater IPR
awareness and fostering innovation and creativity
through increased collaboration between U.S. and

Indian innovators, the clarification stated.

India puts Jaffna train
back on rails
The iconic Yal Devi Express from Colombo to Jaffna
will now resume, 25 years after the link was
suspended during the height of the Sri Lankan civil
war.

IRCON, an Indian Railways subsidiary, restored a
section of the line from Omanthai to Pallai in the
Northern Province, damaged during the war, with a
$800-million line of credit from India. Nearly 4,000
people, 400 of them skilled labourers from India,
have been working on the project for over four years.
Connecting the south to the north, the 339-km line,
inaugurated in 1894, is the longest on the island.

After the war ended in 2009, the line was gradually
restored section by section, first to Omanthai, then
further north to Kilinochchi, and then to Pallai, 40
km short of Jaffna. Now, IRCON plans to extend

government ’s steadfast commitment to the goals
of UN Women, including gender equality, gender
mainstreaming and highlighted the important role
played by UN Women in the formulation of the post-
2015 Development Agenda, including the use of
information and communication technology for
development, according to a statement issued by
the Permanent Mission of India to the UN.

India is one of the founding members of the
Executive Board of the UN Women, and is presently

serving on the UN Women ’s Executive Board.

Govt. denies bowing to
U.S. pressure on IP
regime
The Modi Government denied that the reference to
Intellectual Property Rights ( IPR)  in the joint
statement from U.S. President Barack Obama and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi, was an outcome of
the U.S. “arm-twisting ”. The U.S. consent to
discussion of IPR issues through the bilateral
mechanism is a re-affirmation of India ’s stand that
issues need bilateral discussion and not unilateral
action, a Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion ( DIPP)  clarification said.

The clarification further said the bilateral mechanism
agreed to for discussing IPR disputes — Trade
Policy Forum ( TPF)  — was put in place by the
UPA Government in March 2010 through a US-India
statement, was signed by the then Commerce
Minister and his U.S. counterpart.

The joint statement, the DIPP clarified, in fact

“merely reiterates ” the position India has held since
2010 — this consistent position being that the IPR
legal regime in India is fully TRIPS compliant and
that issues to be discussed have to be taken up in
bilateral forums like TPF. India has consistently
refused to be subjected to unilateral action, the
clarification added.

The U.S. has proposed unilateral action against
India under its Special 301 report, which is an
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UN ignores Pakistan bid
to seek intervention on
Kashmir
Pakistan ’s latest efforts seeking U.N. intervention
on the Kashmir issue have failed to draw any new
response from the world body which reiterated that
India and Pakistan need to resolve all differences
through dialogue to find a long-term solution to the
dispute.

Sartaj Aziz, adviser to Pakistan Prime Minister
Nawaz Sharif on national security and foreign
affairs, had written to U.N. Secretary General Ban
Ki-moon on the recent border tension with India and
sought the U.N. ’s intervention, stepping up its
attempts to internationalise the Kashmir issue. In
the letter to Mr. Ban, Mr. Aziz said Pakistan believes
the U.N. has an important role to play in promoting
the objective of peaceful resolution of the Kashmir
issue, including through his “good offices ”.

The U.N. has long maintained
an institutional presence in the
contested area between the
two countries.

The U.N. Military Observer
Group in India and Pakistan
( UNMOGIP)  observes and
reports on ceasefire violations
along and across the LoC and

the working boundary between the South Asian
neighbours in Jammu and Kashmir, as well as
reports developments that could lead to ceasefire
violations. India has however always maintained
that UNMOGIP has “outlived its relevance ” and has

“no role to play whatsoever ” on the issue.

US wins WTO case
against India
In a setback, India lost a case filed by the U.S. in

the line to Kankesanthurai, the northernmost tip of
the island.

The first train from Colombo to Jaffna on the
northern railway line of Sri Lanka ran over a century
ago in 1905, with the journey taking 13 hours. The
iconic Yal Devi Express, introduced in 1956 and
now being restored, reduced travel time by almost
half to six hours. As the civil war intensified in 1990,
the train ran only up to Vavuniya, as areas north of
the town came under the control of the Liberation
Tigers of Tamil Eelam.

The LTTE dismantled some of the tracks to build
bunkers.

The Jaffna station, which is now getting final
touches, was bombed to a shell in 1990 by the Sri

Lankan Air Force.

Indo-US business summit
opens
fol lowing Prime Minister
Narendra Modi ’s successful US
visit, the Indo-American
Chamber of Commerce
( IACC)  will hold a two-day
Indo-US Economic Summit in
New Delhi, to be attended by key
policy makers and corporate
leaders representing Indian and
American companies.

“The theme for this year ’s economic summit will be

‘Convergence and Connectivity in Indo-US
Economic Relations ’, ” IACC said on the tenth edition
of the summit.

“The focus areas would be services, cyber security,
media and entertainment, e-commerce, hospitality,
tourism and so on, that will lead the growth in
business partnerships between Indian and

American firms over the next decade, ” it added.
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on art and architecture. The programme called

‘Maitri ’, which translates to friendship, creation of
new bonds and cementing existing connect, begins
on November 5.

Artists Gogi Saroj Pal, Bulbul Sharma,
Kanchan Chander, Rekha Rao, Asma
Menon, Nupur Kundu, Meenakshi
Kasliwal, Sheetal Gattani and Madhuri
Bhaduri are some of the artists from the
Indian contingent. The Chinese team
comprises Chen Yinyin, Tang Baolin,
He Daqiao, Liu Yuanshan, Wang
Yuhong, Wang Xin, Lu Yuwei and Yang
Yan.

Workshops on block painting and
Chinese water colour art are on the agenda. On
November 9, an exhibition of the works created by
the artists will be held in Jaipur.

The artists will later travel to Agra to visit the Taj
Mahal to explore Mughal and Hindu styles of
architecture, design and décor. The confluence will
end in New Delhi with a heritage tour. The Indian
Council for Cultural Relations has conceptualised

‘Maitri ’.

India votes against UN
draft resolutions on NPT
India has voted against the provisions of draft
resolutions that would have required it to accede to
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty ( NPT) ,
saying there is “no question ” of it joining the treaty
as a non- nuclear weapon state.

Deeply concerned about the growing dangers of
nuclear and other mass destruction weapons
caused by proliferation networks, the First
Committee of the 193-member UN General
Assembly that deals with disarmament and
international security issues approved a draft
resolution urging all member states that had not yet
done so to sign and ratify the Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty.

the WTO against restrictions it imposed on poultry
imports from America.

Giving its ruling, the World Trade Organisation ’s
dispute panel said restrictions imposed
by India on imports of poultry from
America were “inconsistent ” with
international norms.

In March 2012, the U.S. dragged India
to the WTO against India ’s ban on
imports of certain American farm
products, including poultry meat and
eggs. India had banned imports of
various agricultural products from the
U.S. in 2007, as a precautionary
measure to prevent outbreaks of avian influenza in
the country.

“India ’s Avian Influenza ( AI)  measures are
inconsistent with [several articles]....of the SPS
[sanitary and phyto-sanitary)  Agreement because
they are not based on the relevant international

standard, ” the ruling said.

India, China agree to
defuse tensions
Indian and Chinese diplomats agreed to defuse
tensions of the past three months at a two-day
meeting of the Working Mechanism for Consultation
and Coordination on India-China Border Affairs
( WMCC)  in Delhi that concluded here on Friday.
But a month after Chinese President Xi Jinping and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi committed to
restarting the high-level talks of Special
Representatives on border issues, India is yet to
announce its nominee for the dialogue.

India and China to bond
over art in Pink City
The Pink City will play host to a meeting of Indian
and Chinese artists when they will exchange views
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held here on Friday, was attended by
representatives of Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and
chaired by Human Resources Development
Minister Smriti Zubin Irani.

The Ministers issued a joint statement titled ‘The
New Delhi Declaration on Education. ’ The priority
areas of action decided upon include enhancing the
learning and development readiness of pre-school
age children, ensuring education for all, expanding
skill development, facilitating mutual recognition of
qualifications and mobility of students and teachers
and expanding alternative ways of learning like open
and distance education.

India ’s use of Information and Communication
Technology in education, development and sharing
of e-resources, connectivity, e-learning and Massive
Open Online Courses ( MOOCs)  was discussed
by the Ministers. Agencies also reported that
Mukhtar Ahmed, Chairman of Pakistan ’s Higher
Education Commission, proposed a SAARC
education and research network for sharing
information and communication between the
member countries.

A technical meeting to finalise these plans has been

tentatively scheduled for June 2015.

India, Russia to export
BrahMos
The governments of India and Russia have agreed
that BrahMos missile will be exported to a list of
mutually agreeable countries for defensive

purposes. There is also a negative
list to which exports are barred.

The missile has been showcased in
several countries to apprise the
potential customers of i ts
capabil i t ies. “If any country
approaches us we will look into it
on a case by case basis. BrahMos
Aerospace has the production

Prior to approval of that draft as a whole, votes were
polled on provisions, including on operative
paragraph, by which the Assembly would call on all
those countries that have not joined the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty ( NPT)  to accede to it
as non-nuclear weapon states.

The provision was retained by a recorded vote of
164 in favour, with Democratic People ’s Republic
of Korea, India and Israel voting against it.

In its explanation of vote, India said it cannot accept
the call to accede to NPT as a non-nuclear-weapon
state. The text was approved as a whole by a vote
of 166 in favour to seven against, with Korea,
France, India, Israel, Russian Federation, the UK
and the US opposing it.

By another provision in the resolution, the Assembly
would stress the fundamental role of NPT in
achieving nuclear disarmament and non-
proliferation and urge India, Israel and Pakistan to
promptly accede to the Treaty as non-nuclear-
weapon states and place all their nuclear facilities
under IAEA safeguards.

The provision was retained by a recorded vote of
163 in favour with India, Israel, the US and Pakistan
voting against. In its explanation of vote, India said
it remains committed to the goal of complete

elimination of nuclear arms.

SAARC countries chart
common education
agenda
Education Ministers and officials of eight
South Asian countries have resolved to
collaborate on increased use of
information technology and improving
the quality of education.

The second meeting of Education
Ministers of the South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation ( SAARC)
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In order to utilise the GSLV and GSLV Mark III, the
cryogenic engines on those rockets will need ‘multi-
start ’ capability so that they can be shut down after
one burn, undergo a period of coasting and restart,
noted Dr. Adimurthy. This was crucial for placing a

spacecraft in the proper orbital
orientation around Earth, a
prerequisite for its eventual injection
on a trajectory to Mars. A new liquid
propulsion stage for carrying out the
trans-Mars injection too was needed.
Restart capability has not yet been
demonstrated with the GSLV ’s
cryogenic engine. As for the
cryogenic engine being developed for
the Mark III, “once we do the initial
engine-level tests, we can look at
introducing the restart capability, ” he

remarked.

ISRO has designed and ground-tested a ‘Payload
Assist Module ’ using a liquid-propellant engine that
powers the PSLV ’s fourth stage. This module had
originally been developed so that the GSLV could
launch Russia ’s Global Navigation Satellite System
( GLONASS)  satellites, a proposal that ultimately

did not materialise.

Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi
Amano, Shuji Nakamura
win physics Nobel
Isamu Akasaki and Hiroshi Amano of Japan and

Upgrading Indian rockets
for future Mars missions
For its first attempt with the Mars Orbiter, ISRO
turned to the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle ( PSLV) , a rocket with an
impeccable track record. Initially, it
seemed that this launcher would not
be powerful enough for the task and
every aspect of the mission had to be
carefully optimised in order to make
that possible, according to V.
Adimurthy, the space agency ’s senior
adviser for interplanetary missions. He
led a study team whose 2011 report
laid out how India could send probes
to the Red Planet.

For future missions, ISRO will have to turn to the
Geosynchronous Satell i te Launch Vehicle
( GSLV)  and GSLV Mark III that can lift much
heavier spacecraft than the PSLV. The former,
equipped with an indigenous cryogenic stage, had
its first successful flight only in January this year.
An experimental launch of the Mark III, with a non-
functional cryogenic upper stage, is to take place
shortly. ( The rocket ’s operational cryogenic engine
and stage are still under development.)

ISRO needed to carry out a system study of how
the GSLV and GSLV Mark III launchers could be
used to carry probes for Mars.

Science and Technology +
Environment

- from The Hindu
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average risk of extinction for birds, mammals,
amphibians and corals shows no sign of
decreasing. ”

Only five of the 20 targets, which are broken down
into 56 elements, are on track for 2020. Thirty-three
show progress albeit at an insufficient rate, 10 show
no progress, five show deterioration and three have
not been evaluated.

If the 2020 targets are missed, it will not be the first
time efforts to halt the decline in the richness and
abundance of wildlife and the natural world have
fallen short. An assessment of goals set in 2002 to
cut the rate of biodiversity loss by 2010 showed
governments had fai led to deliver on the

commitments they made.

Eric Betzig, William
Moerner, Stefan Hell win
Chemistry Nobel
Americans Eric Betzig and William Moerner and
German scientist Stefan Hell won the Nobel Prize
in chemistry for developing new methods that let
microscopes see finer details than they could
before.
The three scientists were cited for “the development
of super-resolved fluorescence microscopy, ” which
the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences said had
bypassed the maximum resolution of traditional
optical microscopes.
Betzig ( 54)  works at the Howard Hughes
Medfical Institute in Ashburn, Virginia. Hell ( 51)
is director at the Max Planck Institute for Biophysical
Chemistry in Goettingen, Germany. Moerner ( 61)

is a professor at Stanford University in California.

Green-rated buildings not
keeping their promise,
says CSE report
Green-rated buildings are falling below the minimum
benchmarks of their official star rating by the Bureau

U.S. scientist Shuji Nakamura won the Nobel Prize
in physics on Tuesday for the invention of blue light-
emitting diodes a new energy efficient and
environment-friendly light source.

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences said the
invention is just 20 years old, “but it has already
contributed to create white light in an entirely new
manner to the benefit of us all ”. Prof. Akasaki, 85,
is a professor at Meijo University and distinguished
professor at Nagoya University. Prof. Amano, 54,
is also a professor at Nagoya University, while the
60-year-old Prof. Nakamura is a professor at the
University of California, Santa Barbara.

The laureates triggered a transformation of lighting
technology when they produced bright blue light
from semiconductors in the 1990s, something
scientist had struggled with for decades, the Nobel
committee said. Using the blue light, LED lamps

emitting white light could be created in a new way.

World falling behind 2020
plan for nature
protection: U.N. report
International efforts to meet targets to stem the loss
of wildlife and habitats are failing miserably,
according to a United Nations report.

The Global Biodiversity Outlook 4, published as
nearly 200 countries meet in South Korea in a bid
to tackle biodiversity loss, paints a damning picture
of governments ’ efforts to meet a set of targets
agreed upon in 2010 to mitigate the destruction of
species ’ habitats, cut pollution and stop overfishing
by the end of the decade.

Conservationists said the lack of progress, nearly
halfway to the 2020 deadline for the Aichi
Biodiversity Targets ( ABT) , was a troubling sign
and a reality check. According to the report, the
situation is worsening for the planet ’s most
threatened species, which include 90 per cent of
all lemurs and species such as the blue-tongued
forest giraffe and the spoon-billed sandpiper: “The
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first look at a storm of Solar Energetic Particles
( SEPs)  in the Red Planet.

The SEPs are streams of high-speed particles
blasted from the sun during explosive solar activities
like flares or coronal mass ejections ( CMEs) .
Around Earth, SEP storms can damage the
sensitive electronics on satellites. At Mars, they are
thought to be one possible mechanism for driving
atmospheric loss.

MAVEN has clicked unprecedented ultraviolet
images of the tenuous oxygen, hydrogen, and
carbon coronas surrounding the Red Planet, and
yielded a comprehensive map of highly-variable
ozone in the atmosphere underlying the coronas,
NASA reported.

MAVEN was launched on September 21 to help
solve the mystery of how the Red Planet lost most

of its atmosphere.

Climate change may hit
rice yields in Asia: IPCC

report
Rural poverty in parts of Asia could be
exacerbated due to negative impacts
from climate change on rice production,
and a general increase in food prices
and the cost of living, says the report of
working group two of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change ( IPCC)  Fifth Assessment
Report.

The report Climate Change 2014 Impacts,
Adaptation and Vulnerability of the IPCC says rice
is a key staple crop in Asia and 90 per cent or more
of the world ’s rice production is from Asia. The most
vulnerable regions were western Japan, eastern
China, the southern part of the Indochina peninsula,
and the northern part of South Asia.

However, the report has some good news for
Pakistan. In contrast, climate change may provide
a windfall for wheat farmers in parts of Pakistan.

of Energy Efficiency ( BEE) , says a report —

“Building sense beyond the green façade of
sustainable habitat ” — by the Centre for Science
and Environment released recently.

Data put out by the Indian Green Building Council
( IGBC)  on energy consumption of large
commercial buildings that were rated and awarded
silver, gold and platinum ratings, under the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
( LEED)  green-rating programme, show they are
grossly underperforming, the report says.

Several of them cannot qualify even for the one-
star label under the star-labelling programme that
ranks buildings based on their energy efficiency
when operational. India started to mirror the global
trends in green rating when the United States Green
Building Council ( USGBC)  began rating buildings
in India.

In 2007, LEED India ( Leadership in Energy and
environmental Design-India)  was adapted from the
USGBC LEED programme. This is a private initiative
run by the IGBC. India adopted the Green-rated
Integrated Habitat Assessment ( GRIHA)  as the
national rating system for buildings in 2007, the
report says.

The total green-rated built-up area is not
even three per cent of the built-up area
in the country. Examining the green
ratings, the CSE said the claim that
buildings rated by the IGBC and GRIHA
save 30-50 per cent energy and 20-30
per cent water was not supported by data
or evidence of compliance and performance of each

rated building.

MAVEN beams first
images from Martian
atmosphere
NASA ’s Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution
( MAVEN)  spacecraft has provided scientists their
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done it again. IRNNSS-1C is up in orbit. “

After a flight of 20 minutes and 18 seconds, the

satellite was injected into an elliptical orbit. The

IRNSS-1C is the third among seven navigation

satellites, with a wide range of applications from

helping truck drivers to submarines, missiles and

battle tanks locate their positions.

Antarctic ozone hole
stands steady: study
The Antarctic ozone hole reached its peak size in
September, stretching to 24.1 million square
kilometres, almost the same size as last year ’s peak,
scientists say.

The ozone hole, which forms annually in the August
to October period, had peaked to 24 million square
kilometres in September last year. In comparison,
the largest ozone hole area recorded to date on a
single day was on September 9, 2000, at 29.9
million square kilometres.

The ozone layer helps shield life on Earth from
potentially harmful ultraviolet ( UV)  radiation that
can cause skin cancer, damage plants and
phytoplankton — the top of the oceanic food chain.
South Pole balloon-borne ozonesonde observations
measured a minimum amount of 120 Dobson Units
of ozone this year on September 29.

Ozonesonde measurements of 250 Dobson Units
in August are common just before the rapid
destruction of ozone in September, researchers
said. NOAA releases about 50-60 ozonesonde
balloons per year since 1986 to measure the ozone
layer at the South Pole.

Over the last 50 years, satellite and ground-based
records over Antarctica show ozone column
amounts ranging from 100 to 400 Dobson units,
which translates to about 1 mil limetre to 4
millimetres of ozone in a layer if all of the ozone

Warming temperatures would make it possible to
grow at least two crops ( wheat and maize)  a year
in mountainous areas according to studies.

In the Indo-Gangetic Plains of South Asia there
could be a decrease of about 50 per cent in the
most favourable and high-yielding wheat area as a
result of heat stress.

The report says Asia experienced the highest
number of weather and climate-related disasters in
the world during the period 2000 –2008 and
suffered huge economic losses, accounting for the
second highest proportion ( 27.5 per cent)  of the
total global economic loss. Flood mortality risk is
heavily concentrated in Asia. Severe floods in
Mumbai in 2005 have been attributed to both
climatic factors and non-climatic factors.

Impacts of climate change on food production and
food security in Asia will vary by region, with many
regions to experience a decline in productivity. This
is evident in the case of rice production. People
living in low-lying coastal zones and flood plains
are probably most at risk from climate change
impacts in Asia. Half of Asia ’s urban population lives
in these areas. Compounding the risk for coastal
communities, Asia has more than 90 per cent of
the global population exposed to tropical cyclones,

the report adds.

ISRO notches another
success with PSLV-C26
On October 15, 1994, India ’s Polar Satellite Launch

Vehicle ( PSLV-D2)  for the first time successfully

placed an Indian Remote-sensing Satellite into orbit.

Twenty years later, on October 16, 2014, the PSLV-

C26 lobbed the 1,425 kg Indian Regional Navigation

Satellite System ( IRNSS-1C)  satellite into its

precise orbit. This mission was ISRO ’s twenty-

seventh consecutively successful PSLV flight. ISRO

Chairman K. Radhakrishnan said, “The PSLV has
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being described as “a novel mechanism of action ”

for treatment of adults with multidrug-resistant
tuberculosis ( MDR-TB) . ( MDR-TB is TB that
does not respond to at least isoniazid and rifampicin,
the two most powerful anti-TB drugs.)

Delamanid has been granted conditional approval
by the European Medicine Agency in April 2014 and
can be used for the treatment of tuberculosis
resistant to at least isoniazid and rifampicin, the
main first-line drugs.

The WHO has advocated “special caution ” for the
use of Delamanid in people aged 65 and over, in
adults living with HIV, patients with diabetes, hepatic
or severe renal impairment, or those who use

alcohol or substances.

Why Western Ghats in
Karnataka receive more
monsoon rainfall
In a recent study of rainfall trends using remotely
sensed satellite data and actual field data from the
Indian Meteorological Department of the Western
Ghats region over the past 14 years, it was found

that during the monsoon months of June,
July, August, September, the average
rainfall was more over Karnataka than
Maharashtra and Kerala.

The Western Ghats run parallel to the
Arabian Sea coast for approximately 1,600

km from the Maharashtra-Gujarat border to the
southern tip of Kerala.

There are several reasons for this. First, the
mountain topography in Karnataka is broader than
the narrow topography of the Ghats in Maharashtra.
Due to the greater width of the mountains, the rain
bearing winds have to necessarily travel a longer
distance and have more time for the drops to
coalesce and precipitate as rainfall, resulting in
higher rainfall. In contrast, the narrow width of the
Ghats in Maharashtra allows the rain-bearing wind

were brought down to the surface.

The Antarctic ozone hole began making a yearly
appearance in the early 1980s, grew in size through
the 1980s and has been consistently large since
1990, with annual variabil i ty attributed to
stratospheric meteorological conditions over
Antarctica, researchers said.

The hole is caused by chlorine released by man-
made chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons or
CFCs that were extensively used as aerosol sprays
and in refrigerators. These chlorine compounds lead
to ozone depletion in certain upper atmospheric
conditions. These conditions are at their peak over
Antarctica as the dark cold winter gives way to the

Antarctic spring in September.

Conditional WHO nod for
new multi-drug resistant
TB drug
The World Health Organisation ( WHO)  has
revealed a new drug to stem the global spread of
multi-drug resistant ( MDR)  tuberculosis, but has
cautioned that its use must follow a set of guidelines
issued by it.

Pointing out that since information about this
new drug, Delamanid, remains limited, as it
has only been through Phase IIb trial [the
phase specifically designed to study efficacy

— how well the drug works at the prescribed
dosage] and studies for safety and efficacy, the
WHO has issued interim policy guidance that lists
five conditions that must be in place if the new drug
is used to for treatment of MDR-TB.

According to the WHO 4,80,000 people developed
MDR-TB in the world in 2013 and more than half of
these cases occurred in India, China and the
Russian federation. Almost 84,000 patients with
MDR-TB were notified to the WHO globally in 2012,
up from 62,000 in 2011. The biggest increases were
in India, South Africa and Ukraine. The new drug is
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Interestingly, the study found that often areas of
heavy rainfall were far away from the summits of
the mountains, as much as 50 km away.

Beam me up! Scientists improve

tractor beam tech
Laser physicists in Australia have built a tractor beam
that can repel and attract objects, using a hollow
laser beam that is bright around the edges and dark
in its centre, the Australian National University
( ANU)  announced  recently. It is the first long-
distance optical tractor beam and moved particles
one-fifth of a millimeter in diameter a distance of up
to 20 cm, around 100 times further than previous
experiments, Xinhua reported.

The new technique is versatile because it requires
only a single laser beam. It could be used, for
example, in controlling atmospheric pollution or for
the retrieval of tiny, delicate or dangerous particles
for sampling. Unlike previous techniques, which used
photon momentum to impart motion, the ANU tractor
beam relies on the energy of the laser heating up
the particles and the air around them. The ANU team
demonstrated the effect on gold-coated hollow glass
particles.

Unlike previous techniques, which used photon
momentum to impart motion, the ANU tractor beam
relies on the energy of the laser heating up the
particles and the air around them. The ANU team
demonstrated the effect on gold-coated hollow glass
particles.

“We have devised a technique that can create
unusual states of polarisation in the doughnut-
shaped laser beam, such as star-shaped ( axial)

or ring polarised ( azimuthal) , ” Dr. Hnatovsky said.

NASA Mars orbiters safe after

comet flyby
All three NASA orbiters around Mars

confirmed their healthy status after each took
shelter behind the Red Planet during a period of
risk from dust released by a comet that sped past
Mars on Sunday - closer than any other known

to cross over to the leeward side rapidly before
precipitation can occur. As for Kerala, the Ghats
there are in the form of isolated mountains, where
the rain-bearing winds can easily cross over to the
leeward side through the gaps in between without
precipitation occurring.

Second, the slope of the mountain has a direct
bearing on the possibility of precipitation. This is
borne out by the Ghats of Karnataka where the
mountains are gently sloping, compared to the steep
slopes of the Ghats in Maharashtra and Kerala.

The air parcel will retain its energy and speed for a
longer time when the slope is gradual. This will
provide sufficient vertical motion to cloud droplets
to grow by collision –coalescence process and
hence form precipitation.

Third, the gentle slope provides a greater area for
sunlight absorption and heating leading to greater
convection when compared with an abrupt slope
i.e. less Ghat area such as that of the Maharashtra
and Kerala Ghats.

Fourth, the continuous mountain range presents a
greater barrier to rain-bearing winds than a range
comprising isolated mountains with gaps in between
where the winds can easily pass to the leeward side.
Unlike in the case of Kerala, the Ghats in
Maharashtra and Karnataka are continuous.

In the International Journal of Climatology, Ms Sayli
A. Tawde and Ms. Charu Singh present the results
of the study of the effects of topography of the
western Ghats on the rainfall that the Ghats receive
during the summer monsoon or the southwest
monsoon. Ms Sayli A. Tawde is presently a PhD
student in the Centre for Atmospheric & Ocean
Sciences, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore,
has carried out this work as a part of her M. Tech
project under the supervision of Ms. Charu Singh,
a scientist at Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Department, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing,
ISRO, Dehradun, Uttarakhand.
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by Paragon Space Development Corp. and its
Stratospheric Explorer team

The technology that has gone into developing
the balloon, the spacesuit and the other systems that
were used in Friday ’s launch will be used to advance
commercial space flight, namely efforts by Arizona-
based World View Enterprises to take paying tour-
ists up in a high-altitude balloon and luxury capsule

starting in late 2016.

5 more Ebola vaccines to be

tested in March: WHO
The World Health Organisation says millions

of doses of two experimental Ebola vaccines could
be ready in 2015 and five more experimental
vaccines will start being tested in March.

Still, the agency warned it ’s not clear whether
any of these will work against the deadly virus that
has already killed over 4,800 people this year.

Dr. Marie-Paule Kieny from the agency told
reporters there could be millions of doses of an Ebola
vaccine in 2015 if early tests prove that the two lead-

ing candidates are safe and effective.

UN climate change draft sees

risks of irreversible damage
Climate change may have “serious, pervasive

and irreversible ” impacts on human society and na-
ture, according to a draft U.N. report due for approval
this week that says governments still have time to
avert the worst.

Delegates from more than 100 governments
and top scientists meet in Copenhagen between
October 27, 2014 and October 31, 2014 to edit the
report, meant as the main guide for nations working
on a U.N. deal to fight climate change at a summit in
Paris in late 2015.

They will publish the study on November 2.

Gangotri glacier is ‘rapidly

disintegrating’
The Gangotri glacier is rapidly disintegrating,

states the latest observation of a team from the
Almora-based G.B. Pant Institute of Himalayan En-
vironment and Development.

The team of the institute, which has been

comet flyby off a planet.
The Mars Odyssey, the Mars Reconnaissance

and the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution
( MAVEN)  orbiter were part of a campaign to study
a comet named ‘C/2013 A1 Siding Spring ’ and the
possible effects on the Martian atmosphere from
gases and dust released by the comet.

The comet sped within about 139,500 km of
Mars, equivalent to about one-third of the distance

between the Earth and its moon.

GSAT-16 in French Guiana ahead

of launch
GSAT-16, the next national communications sat-

ellite, reached French Guiana this week and is on its
way to the space port near Kourou ahead of an early
December flight, European launch service company
Arianespace has said.

The 3,150-kg satellite is scheduled to be flown
on an Ariane-5 launcher numbered Flight VA221. Built
at the ISRO Satellite Centre in Bangalore, GSAT-16
was sent on a chartered cargo plane to the French

Guiana capital of Cayenne.

NASA observatory captures largest

sunspot in two decades
NASA ’s Solar Dynamics Observatory ( SDO)

has spotted an image of a gigantic sunspot - the larg-
est in last 24 years.

The flare erupted from a particularly large active
region dubbed as AR 12192. The sunspot soon grew
to be the largest active region observed in the current
solar cycle - a periodic change in the Sun ’s activity
and appearance - which began in 2008.

This is the fourth substantial X-class flare from
this active region since October 19. X-class denotes
the most intense flares, while the number provides more

information about its strength.

Google executive sets records with

leap from edge of space
Google executive Alan Eustace broke the sound

barrier and set several skydiving records over the south-
ern New Mexico desert early Friday after taking a big
leap from the edge of space.

Eustace ’s supersonic jump was part of a project
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monitoring the Himalayan glaciers, particularly the
Gangotri, since 1999, visited the glacier between

June and October, this year.

Disaster response robots to discern

between humans and rubble
Researchers have developed a new algorithm

that allows robots to differentiate between humans
and debris while carrying out search and rescue
operations following a natural disaster.

Researchers from Mexico ’s University of
Guadalajara ( UDG)  equipped a robot with mo-
tion sensors, cameras, a laser and infrared system
to plot paths through an environment or create a 2D

map.

‘Infants know what your eyes tell’
The ability to respond to eye cues develops

during infancy — at seven or so months, finds re-
search.

“Our study provides developmental evidence
for the notion that humans possess specific brain
processes that allow them to automatically respond
to eye cues, ” said study co-author Tobias

Grossmann from University of Virginia.

Great Barrier Reef protection plan

inadequate: scientists
Australia ’s multi-million dollar plan to halt the

worrying decline of the fragile Great Barrier Reef
does nothing to address the threat of climate change
and is unlikely to save the iconic reef, according to
scientists.

The Academy of Science, Australia ’s top sci-
ence academy, has warned that the draft plan to
protect the Great Barrier Reef will not prevent its
decline and fails to address key pressures affecting
the reef.

The draft plan, released for consultation last
month, was supposed to allay concerns of UNESCO
which had threatened to put the reef on the World
Heritage in Danger list.
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Issues of surrogacy
With a range of alternative medical solutions to
childlessness becoming available, surrogacy has
emerged as one route for many couples. While

some countries have banned the
practice, commercial gestational
surrogacy, in which a woman is paid to
have a baby to whom she has no
genetic link, has caught on in countries
such as Mexico and India. After the first
surrogate delivery in India in June 1994,
India has steadily emerged as an
international destination. Relatively
inexpensive medical facilities, know-
how in reproductive technology, and the
availability of women, largely from poor
socio-economic situations and who are
willing to take up the task, have aided
the growth. Today there are thousands
of clinics in India that offer such
services. From what was generally

confined to close relatives or friends in altruistic
mode, the network has become extended, with
payment of money to surrogate mothers becoming
the norm. Services are even being advertised. Such
commercialisation of motherhood has raised ethical,
philosophical, and social questions and raised fears
of the exploitation of women as baby-producers,
and the possibility of selective breeding. In several
instances, complications have arisen regarding the

India signs off 8th in
Asiad medals tally
India ended its 17th Asian Games campaign at the

eighth spot on the medals tally, a drop of

two positions from the previous edition of

the mega-event which drew to a close

here.

India signed off with 57 medals — 11 gold,

10 silver and 36 bronze. The tally dipped

considerably compared to the 2010

edition in Guangzhou, China. In 2010, the

country had ended sixth with 65 medals

— 14 gold, 17 silver and 34 bronze.

As expected China ended their campaign

on top claiming 342 medals. The Chinese contingent

walked away with 151 gold, 108 silver and 83 bronze

medals. Hosts South Korea finished a distant second

with 234 medals — 79 gold, 71 silver and 77 bronze.

They were followed by the Japanese, who notched

up 200 medals, including 47 gold, 76 silver and 77

bronze.

Miscellaneous News and Events
-from The Hindu
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Leone, another West African nation where the
outbreak is continuing, has caught the virus. Given
Ebola ’s sinister reputation, there have been strident
demands in the U.S., including from Congress, for
measures to reduce the risk of infection being
brought into the country. In response, American
officials have said that measures to screen arriving
airline passengers would be put in place. ( India
has already introduced such arrival screening.)
As it is, countries where Ebola transmission is
ongoing are expected to carry out exit screening of
all persons departing from their airports, seaports
and major land crossings. Using temperature
monitoring systems and a questionnaire, the three
West African nations of Guinea, Liberia and Sierra
Leone, which are the worst-affected, have checked
about 36,000 airline passengers in the past two
months. Only 74 of them had fever and three
displayed other worrisome symptoms, but none of
those individuals turned out to have Ebola, say U.S.
health officials. It remains to be seen if screening
passengers on arrival will actually reduce of risk of
the virus getting in. Those infected can take between
two and 21 days to show symptoms of the disease,
and, as happened with the Liberian who was
diagnosed in Dallas, that may not occur before they
set out on their journey.

The Obama administration has refused to entertain
ideas of blocking the entry of those coming from
the affected countries. If the U.S. were to adopt such
a seemingly extreme step, other nations would
doubtless follow suit. As it is, the outbreak has been
a colossal calamity for three of the world ’s poorest
nations, requiring a massive international response
to the resulting humanitarian crisis. Isolating those
countries for any extended period will only add to
their hardship and hamper the ongoing international
efforts to provide assistance. India and other

countries untouched by Ebola
must, however, be ready with
response plans should an infected
person turn up on their shores.
The ability to quickly diagnose and
isolate such cases, ensure
rigorous infection control in
healthcare settings, and track
down and monitor an infected

interests and rights of the surrogate mother, child,
and intending parents. Yet, there are no clear legal
provisions in place yet. The Indian Council of
Medical Research in 2005 issued guidelines for the
accreditation, supervision and regulation of
surrogacy clinics, but those remain on paper. An
expert committee drafted the Assisted Reproductive
Technologies ( Regulation)  Bill, 2010.

The Union government is now set to table in
Parliament the Assisted Reproductive Technologies
( Regulation)  Bill 2013. Letting single parents and
foreign nationals to have children through
surrogates in India is one issue in focus. The
question relating to the citizenship of children born
through an Indian surrogate and claimed by a
foreign couple is one outstanding issue.
Unscrupulous or mismanaged agencies could
wreak havoc with lives. Many surrogacy agencies
claim they are offering a legitimate service but in
truth they operate in a grey area. The absence of
appropriate legal provisions to ensure that surrogate
mothers, who often enter into loosely drafted
agreements with commissioning parents, do not
become vulnerable is a serious issue. Right now,
the surrogate mother could find herself with a child
she did not plan for, should the clients change their
mind. On the other hand, the big worry of the
intending parents would be that the baby may not
be handed over to them. A comprehensive
regulatory framework and binding legal provisions
could bring order to the field, but the larger moral
question whether human reproduction should be

commercialised would still remain.

Keeping Ebola at bay
Concerns over Ebola have escalated after the
United States and Spain reported their first cases
of the disease diagnosed within their
borders. A traveller from Liberia, a West
African nation where the disease is
rampant, was found to be harbouring the
disease-causing virus several days after
arriving in Dallas. In the case of Spain,
a hospital nurse involved in the care of
a sick priest repatriated from Sierra
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A new, lighter version of the supersonic cruise
missile BrahMos called BrahMos-M ( Mini)
weighing around 1.5 tonnes is being planned for
use by the Navy and the Air Force. “BrahMos
Aerospace is currently getting the user requirements
to finalise the configuration, ” said Sudhir Mishra,
CEO and MD of BrahMos Corporation ( BA) .

Once inducted into the Navy, the Mini can be
launched from submarines torpedo tubes. For the
Air Force a mini version means a Beyond Visual
Range ( BVR)  missile compatible with future
platforms namely, the Medium Multi-Role Combat
Aircraft ( MMRCA)  and Fifth Generation Fighter
Aircraft ( FGFA) .

The submarine variant which was test fired from a
submerged pontoon was a technology
demonstration to the Indian Navy. Further,
developmental trials will happen only when the Navy
evinces an interest which they haven ’t yet, partly
due to non-availability of platforms.

individual ’s contacts are essential. Nigeria and
Senegal, West African countries that saw imported
cases, were able to stop the virus from spiralling
out of control. Good planning holds the key to getting

the better of Ebola.

Indian scientist presented
World Food Prize
Sanjaya Rajaram, an eminent Indian scientist, has
been awarded the World Food Prize in recognition
of his significant contributions to global wheat
production.

Mr. Rajaram, currently a Senior Scientific Advisor
at the International Centre for Agricultural Research
in the Dry Areas ( ICARDA) , has developed some
480 wheat varieties that have been released in 51
countries across six continents and an estimated
58 million hectares. His wheat improvement
research has helped secure a 1.3 per cent rise in
global wheat production per annum in the last four
decades, an official release said.

Coming from a small farming community in Uttar
Pradesh, Mr. Rajaram spent much of this early
career at the International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Centre ( CIMMYT)  where he served
as Director of the Wheat Breeding Program, working
for many years alongside the eminent crop scientist
Norman E. Borlaug, the ‘Father of the Green
Revolution ’

The World Food Prize, presented at the 2014
Borlaug Dialogue, currently being held in Des
Moines, United States, from October 15-17, is the
foremost international award recognising individuals
whose achievements have advanced human
development by increasing the quality, quantity, or

availability of food.

BrahMos Mini planned
for Navy, Air Force
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Lifetime Validity of PIO
Card
In pursuance of the announcement made by the
Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi at
Madison Square Garden in New York on September
28, 2014, Ministry of Home Affairs has issued a
Notification on September 30, 2014 to the effect that
Person of Indian Origin ( PIO)  Card shall be valid
for life time and the PIO Card holder shall be exempt
from police reporting / registration. It has been further
clarified that all PIO Cards issued till September 30,
2014 are automatically deemed to have life time

validity.

First Ever Offshore Wind
Power Project in India
An MOU for setting up a Joint Venture Company (
JVC)  towards undertaking the First Demonstration
Offshore Wind Power Project in the country along
the Gujarat coast has been signed recently. The MoU
was signed by Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy ( MNRE) , National Institute of Wind Energy
( NIWE) , and Consortium of partners consisting
of National Thermal Power Corporation ( NTPC) ,
Power Grid Corporation of India Ltd ( PGCIL) ,
Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency
( IREDA) , Power Finance Corporation ( PFC) ,
Power Trading Corporation ( PTC) , and Gujarat
Power Corporation Ltd ( GPCL) .

The Joint Venture Company will undertake detailed
feasibility study based on the inputs received from
pre-feasibility studies and necessary steps for
implementation of the first offshore demonstration
wind power project.

News Updates from PIB

The first planned demonstration offshore wind power
project along the Gujarat coast will be of about 100
MW capacity. It has been proposed to provide
subsidy for setting up of evacuation and transmission
infrastructure of the offshore wind power to the main
land including financial support for carrying out
studies such as wind resource assessment,
Environment Impact Assessment ( EIA) ,
oceanographic survey and Bathymetric studies.
Ministry would also assist in obtaining clearances
involved during the implementation of the project.
This being a first demonstration offshore wind project
in the country, will certainly provide enough learning
to move into this sector by taking up similar viable
projects in future, enabling India to enter in the club
of countries who are in the business of offshore wind
power generation.

Wind power development onshore has reached to
commercial stage in India and is fastest growing
renewable energy option today. India also has
around 7600 KM of coastline which offers great
potential for Off-shore wind power development.

However, world-wide offshore wind power projects
aggregating to about 7.5 GW capacity have been
installed ( UK - 4.2 GW; Denmark - 1.2 GW; Belgium

– 0.7 GW; Germany – 0.6 GW; China – 0.4 GW;
the Netherlands – 0.2 GW and Sweden – 0.2

GW) .

Punarjagaran
Ministry of Skill Development, Entrepreneurship,
Youth Affairs and Sports decided to launch

‘Punarjagaran ’- Mass Awakening Campaign for
Youth Participation in Nation Development across
India from 2nd October 2014. ‘Punarjagaran ’ aims
at creating awareness among youth and empower
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Understanding Between
ESSO And UCAR
A Memorandum of Understanding ( MoU)  between
the Earth System Science Organization-Ministry of
Earth Sciences ( ESSO-MoES)  and the University
Corporation for Atmospheric Research ( UCAR) ,
USA was signed  in New Delhi for cooperation in
Earth System Sciences.

The present MoU will provide a mechanism to jointly
undertake research and developmental work to
address Earth System Science issues of common
concern through exchange of excellent scientific
knowledge and technological know how existing in
the two countries.

Collaborations are expected to include aircraft and
radar technology, now casting of severe weather
events, hydrometeorology, satellite data, oceanic
and climate research, urban flooding as well as
capacity building through scientific lectures and
distance learning. A particularly important area is
the long-range forecasting, which has extreme value
to the Indian economy and caters to the need of the
farmers with planting decisions and agricultural
practices based on the projected intensity and timing
of the next monsoon season.

The MoU covers scientists from a range of institutions
from India, to be coordinated and funded by the
ESSO-Ministry of Earth Sciences with the scientists

from UCAR ’s 104 member
universities, as well as NCAR
( National Centre for Atmospheric
Research) . Through the MoU, the
regional expertise available with
Indian scientists will be complemented
by the domain expertise available with

UCAR.

PM’s vision of
Digital India
Shri Prakash Javadekar, the Minister for Information
and Broadcasting has said the Digitization process
was an integral component of the Digital India
initiative of the Prime Minister. The Cable TV

them to become active partners in nation building
activities.

The programme was launched simultaneously from
four districts which are situated at extreme tips of
India - Kanyakumari in Tamil Nadu, ( South) , Leh
in Jammu and Kashmir ( North) , Okha in Gujarat
( West)  and Roing in Arunachal Pradesh ( North
East)  and will culminate on 25th September 2015
at Mathura ( UP) .

The yearlong Campaign also aims to make aware
and educate youth on key issues in thematic areas,
provide information on the avenues for skill
development, encourage and empower them with
the spirit of nationalism and volunteerism. The
thematic areas of the campaign are encouraging
Nationalism, promoting “Swachh Bharat,
Shramadaan ” and popularizing the recently launched

“Jan Dhan Yojana ”.

It has been assessed that from Leh ( J&K)  and
Okha ( Gujarat)  to Mathura ( UP)  the campaign
will traverse through 20/21 districts each thus making
a total of 40 districts, whereas in case of campaign
from Kanyakumari and Roing to Mathura a total of
60 districts will be covered. Therefore, under this
campaign youth from a total of 100 districts will be

covered.

World Post Day
The World Post Day was celebrated all over the world
on 9th October. In India it was a
part of the National Postal Week
till 15th October 2014. On 10th
October it will be the Savings
Bank Day, on 11th the Mails Day,
on 13th Philatel Day. 14th
October was observed as
Business Development Day and
on 15th as Personal Life
Insurance Day when insurance
claims settlement was given priority with the name
to bring down pendency in claims settlement to zero.
On all the days school children were educated on

functioning of the Postal Department.

Memorandum of
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Digitization process aimed at providing the
consumer with greater choices and affordable
& qualitative options. The overall objective
was to be sensitive to the needs and choice
of the consumer. The choice of the consumer
was paramount in defining the inputs,
strategies and roadmap for the remaining

phases of the digitization process.

Rashtriya Ekta Diwas
The Government decided to observe the birth
anniversary of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel as the

‘Rashtriya Ekta Diwas ’ ( National Unity Day)  on
31st October every year, to pay tributes to the efforts
made by Patel to unite India.

The Government has also decided to hold three other
programmes to mark the occasion. First: ‘Run for
Unity ’ programme in all major cities, district towns
and other places in rural areas participated by all
sections of society, particularly youth from colleges,
National Cadet Corps ( NCC) , National Service
Scheme ( NSS) , etc.

Second: Pledge taking ceremony will be organized
in all the Government offices, Public Sector
Undertakings and other Public institutions to observe
the Rashtriya Ekta Diwas, the Home Minister said.
The pledge timings will be decided by the concerned
organization.

Third: In the evening ‘March-Past ’ by the Police, the
Central Armed Police Forces and other organizations
like the NCC, NSS, Scouts and Guides, Home
Guards, etc on the streets of major cities and district
towns. The personnel will also take pledge. March
past will be at 1600 hrs.

This occasion will provide an opportunity to re-affirm
the inherent strength and resilience of our nation to
withstand the actual and potential threats to the unity,
integrity and security of our country, Union Home
Minister Shri Rajnath Singh said and appealed to
the people to participate in the programmes in large

number to pay rich tribute to our real national hero.

Steel Research &

Technology Mission
of India
Ministry of Steel will set up a “Steel
Research & Technology Mission of
India ” ( SRTMI)  to promote
collaborative research programmes in
steel sector. The Union Minister of Steel,
Mines, Labour & Employment, Shri

Narendra Singh Tomar accorded in-principle
approval for setting up SRTMI, in a meeting with
senior Ministry officials on October 20, 2014. Shri
Tomar remarked that SRTMI will be steel industry ’s
contribution to ‘Make in India, Made in India ’ initiative.
Investment on Research & Development in the steel
sector must increase from present level of 0.2-0.3 %
of turnover to international benchmark of 1-2 % of
turnover by the leading companies, he added.

The conceptualization of SRTMI was done by a high
level task force set up by the Ministry of Steel. The
task force had recommended that SRTMI is to be
formed as a registered society in close cooperation
amongst the steel companies, Ministry of Steel,
academia and relevant institutions in the country.
SRTMI will be governed by a Governing Board of
CEOs of steel and associated companies, domain
experts of national and international repute, and one
nominee from Ministry of Steel. There will be an
Oversight Committee under the Chairmanship of
Secretary ( Steel)  to periodically assess the
functioning & performance of SRTMI.

SRTMI will carry out R&D in priority areas of national
importance covering best usage of available raw
materials & conservation of natural resources,
optimum energy conservation & minimum emissions
leading to innovations and in-house development of
design, engineering & manufacturing facilities of key
steel plant equipment. The task force further
proposed that SAIL, Tata Steel, JSW Steel, JSPL,
Essar Steel, RINL, NMDC & MECON will be the initial
participating companies who will sign MOU besides

Ministry of Steel.

DRISHTI
The Government constituted a High Powered
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Committee ( HPC)  on “DRISHTI ” -( Driving
Information System for Holistic Tax Initiatives)  in
February 2014. The Committee is headed by Shri
T.V. Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global
Education and consisting of eminent persons from
the private sector having in depth domain knowledge
as well as senior officers from the Department of
Revenue.

The Committee has finalised the Report after holding
extensive discussions with the
departmental officers, technical
experts, taxpayers and other stake
holders to understand the present
business practices, IT initiatives
and stakeholders expectations.

On 21st October, 2014, the
Committee submitted its Report on

“DRISHTI ” to the Hon ’ble Finance
Minister Shri Arun Jaitley. The
Report, after examining the
existing business processes and the current status
of IT Systems in CBEC, has highlighted the areas
for improvement. The recommendations of the
Committee aim at leveraging IT for improving the
quality and extent of taxpayer services,encouraging
voluntary tax compliance and detecting tax evasion.

The Strategic Recommendations of the Committee
include the following:

 1. Creation of National
Taxpayer Services Directorate,
National Assessment Centre for
Customs & National Processing
Centre for Central Excise &
Service Tax Returns, National
Targeting Centre & Directorate
of International Customs

 2. Setting up of specialised
function-based units for Data
Analytics & Business
Intelligence, Tax Dispute Resolution and Litigation,
BPR, etc

 3. Leveraging Service Oriented Architecture for
IT Applications

 4. Merging different Customs IT Applications into

a Single System

 5. Enabling Mobility solutions in Business
Workflows

 6. Introduction of Entity-based Risk
Management System

 7. Introduction of IT Centric HR Policy

INS Teg Visits
Simon’s Town
Indian Naval Ship Teg, a
Stealth Frigate of the Indian
Navy, is scheduled to make
port calls at Simon ’s Town and
Cape Town between 20th
October and 10th November
2014. The ship will participate
in the fourth edition of the
biennial India-Brazil-South

Africa Maritime ( IBSAMAR)  Exercise. The port call
at Simon ’s Town will coincide with the visit of Vice
Admiral Anil Chopra, PVSM, AVSM, ADC, Flag
Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval
Command.

INS Teg is the 9th Indian Naval ship to participate in
IBSAMAR to strengthen the existing bonds of

friendship between the
three nations. The visit
also seeks to
underscore India ’s
solidarity with countries
of the Indian Ocean
Region.

The ship sailed from her
base port Mumbai on
1st October 2014 as
part of a four-ship Task
Group headed by Rear
Admiral R Hari Kumar,

VSM, Flag Officer Commanding Western Fleet.
During the ship ’s stay in harbour at Simon ’s Town,
various activities are planned including professional
interaction between naval personnel. On departure
from South Africa, the ship is scheduled to make a
port call at Mozambique before returning to Mumbai
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The meeting approved the 8 reports of earlier
meetings of the Working Group on Energy, separate
Expert Groups on Electricity, Technology and
Knowledge Sharing, Renewable Energy and the
reports of the Inter-governmental Meetings on “Study
on South Asian Regional Power Exchange ”,
organized by ADB.

Background:

The South Asian Association for Regional
Cooperation ( SAARC)   was established in 1985,
with its Secretariat in Kathmandu, Nepal. The process
of regional cooperation in energy sector began in
January 2000 with the establishment of a Technical
Committee on Energy. Thereafter, through the
Islamabad  Declaration at the 12th SAARC Summit
in 2004,  the Ministerial level Energy Forum was
constituted.

The First Meeting of the SAARC Energy Ministers
was held at Islamabad in 2005. This was the fifth
meeting of the Energy Ministers held after a gap of
three years. This meeting was preceded by Secretary
level SAARC Senior officials meeting on 16th October

2014.

Appointment of Chief
Economic Adviser
The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet has
approved the appointment of Dr. Arvind Subramanian
as Chief Economic Adviser for a period of 3 years on
contract basis, in the pay scale of Rs. 80000/-
( fixed)  from the date of appointment or till
superannuation, whichever is earlier.

Dr. Arvind Subramanian is the Dennis Weatherstone
Senior Fellow at the Peterson Institute for
International Economics and Senior Fellow at the
Center for Global Development. His award-winning
book Eclipse: Living in the Shadow of China ‘s
Economic Dominance was published in September
2011 and has printed 130,000 copies world-wide in
four languages. Foreign Policy magazine named him
as one of the world ‘s top 100 global thinkers in 2011.
In 2011, India Today magazine named him one of
the top 30 Masters of the Mind in India over the last
thirty years.

in end Nov 2014.

INS Teg, built at Kaliningrad, Russia was
commissioned into the Indian Navy on 27th April
2012. The ship is a guided missile Stealth Frigate
with formidable arsenal. The ship is commanded by
Captain Anand Yeshwant Sardesai and is manned

by a crew of 25 officers and 220 sailors.

Energy Cooperation
among SAARC countries
The 5th SAARC Energy Ministers Meeting has
finalized the SAARC Framework Agreement for
Energy Cooperation ( Electricity) . This is a
significant achievement of the Ministers ’ meeting, as
this Agreement has been pending since 2010 and is
a crucial step towards developing a SAARC Market
for Electricity ( SAME)  on a regional basis.

Two days meeting concluded here with the Ministers
assurance to get the Framework Agreement
approved from their respective Governments so that
it could be signed during the forthcoming SAARC
Summit scheduled to be held in November, 2014 in
Kathmandu, Nepal.

India proposed to host the Seminar on “Sharing
Experiences on Energy Pricing Mechanism in the
SAARC Region ”. India also proposed to host the
Second Meeting of the Expert Group on Technology/
Knowledge Sharing ( including Energy Efficiency,
coal, etc.)  in 2015.

Bangladesh will convene the Meeting of Energy
Regulators /Bodies in SAARC countries by
December 2014.

The Meeting noted that all the four Expert Groups
have already finalized their ToR and Work Plans and
urged the lead Member States to continue convening
of Expert Group meetings regularly, preferably on
annual basis.

The Member States apprised the Meeting of the
initiatives taken with regard to Renewable Energy
projects. The Meeting referred the matter to the
Expert group on Renewable Energy for further
deliberations.
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patriotism, community spirit, self-confidence and on
developing infrastructure.

The Scheme is unique and transformative as it has
a holistic approach towards development. It
envisages integrated development of the selected
village across multiple areas such as agriculture,
health, education, sanitation, environment,
livelihoods etc. Far beyond mere infrastructure
development, SAGY aims at instilling certain values,
such as people ’s participation, Antyodaya, gender
equality, dignity of women, social justice, spirit of
community service, cleanliness, eco-friendliness,
maintaining ecological balance, peace and harmony,
mutual cooperation, self-reliance, local self-
government, transparency and accountability in
public life, etc., in the villages and their people so
that they get transformed into models for others.

The Members of Parliament ( MPs)  are the pivots
this Scheme will run on. Gram Panchayat would be
the basic unit for development. It will have a
population of 3000-5000 in plain areas and 1000-
3000 in hilly, tribal and difficult areas. In districts
where this unit size is not available, Gram
Panchayats approximating the desirable population
size may be chosen. If each MP adopts three villages,

the scheme will be able to
develop 2,379 ‘gram
panchayats ‘ over the next five
years. The Lok Sabha has 543
MPs and the Rajya Sabha 250,
12 of which are nominated. The
MP would be free to identify a
suitable gram panchayat for
being developed as Adarsh
Gram, other than his/her own
village or that of his/her spouse.
There are 2,65,000 gram
panchayats in India.

The scheme will be implemented through a village
development plan that would be prepared for every
identified gram panchayat with special focus on
enabling every poor household to come out of
poverty. The constituency fund, MPLADS, would be
available to fill critical financing gaps. The planning
process in each village will be a participatory exercise
coordinated by the District Collector. The MP will play
an active facilitating role in this exercise.

He has worked in the Research Department of the
International Monetary Fund ( 1992-2013) , the
GATT ( 1988-1992)  during the Uruguay Round of
trade negotiations, and taught at Harvard University ‘s
Kennedy School of Government ( 1999-2000)  and
the School for Advanced International Studies
( SAIS)  at Johns Hopkins University ( 2008-2010,

and 2014) .

Operation Lehar
Relief operations in the aftermath of cyclone Hudhud
are being undertaken by the Navy in close
coordination with the state and district administration.
Based on interaction with the local administration,
community kitchens were set up at various locations
and distribution of food was undertaken in
coordination with the local MLAs / reps.

Additional air drop of relief material was undertaken

at Rambilli by Chetak helicopters.

Saansad Adarsh Gram
Yojana
The Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi launched  an
ambitious village development
project, called Saansad Adarsh
Gram Yojana, SAGY, under
which each Member of
Parliament wil l take the
responsibility of developing
physical and institutional
infrastructure in three villages
by 2019. The goal is to develop
three Adarsh Grams or model
villages by March 2019, of
which one would be achieved
by 2016. Thereafter, five such
Adarsh Grams ( one per year)  will be selected and
developed by 2024. The Project to be launched on
the occasion of birth anniversary of Lok Nayak Jai
Prakash Narayan aims to keep the soul of rural India
alive while providing its people with quality access
to basic amenities and opportunities to enable them
to shape their own destiny. Inspired by the principles
and values of Mahatma Gandhi, the Scheme places
equal stress on nurturing values of national pride,
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drinking water, employment and empowerment. ’

 ‘Sardar Patel Urban Housing Mission ’ will soon be
launched to ensure housing
for all by 2022. He said, this
Mission is in pursuit of
Prime Minister ’s call of ‘Har
Parivar ko Ghar ’ and 30
million houses would be
built by 2022, mostly for the
economically weaker
sections and low income
groups, through public-
private-partnership, interest
subsidy and increased flow
of resources to housing
sector.

The Minister informed that an investment of about
Rs. 50 lakh crores would be required over the next
few years for various initiatives like Housing for All
( Rs.22.50 lakh cr) , urban infrastructure
development ( Rs.16.50 lakh cr) , urban sanitation

( Rs.62,000 cr)  and building smart cities.

Japan Plus
The Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion
( DIPP)  has set up a special management team to

facilitate and fast track investment proposals from
Japan. The team, known as “Japan Plus ”, will
comprise representatives from Government of India
and METI ( Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry) , Government of Japan.

An outcome of the recently concluded visit of the
Prime Minister of India to Japan, the mandate of the

SAGY gives focus to community participation. Social
mobilization of village community can trigger a chain
of other development activities in the village. For
instance, reducing risk behaviours like alcoholism,
smoking, substance abuse ( drugs/tobacco/gutkha
etc)  among all age groups of population.

Strengthening of local democracy through strong and
transparent Gram Panchayats and active Gram
Sabhas and facilitating good governance is also an
important objective of SAGY. Women participation
in the decision-making process will be encouraged.
In fact the Scheme envisages holding Mahila Sabhas
and Bal Sabhas to discuss women and children
specific issues and concerns. E-governance will also
be given a push.

Ensuring universal access to education facilities,
adult literacy, e-literacy are also important goals of
SAGY. Apart from education, these villages will have
quality health care. The outcomes will include 100%
immunization, 100% institutional delivery, reduced
IMR, MMR, reduction in malnutrition among children
etc.

Adoption and adaptation of technology and
introduction of innovations are critical to this
programme. This will include use of space application
and remote sensing for planning, mobile based
technology for monitoring, agriculture technology for

increasing productivity etc.

Urban Housing Mission to
be named after Sardar
Patel

‘Government ’s urban development and housing
initiatives will aim at social inclusion so as to benefit
all sections of urban residents including slum
dwellers, ’ asserted the Minister of Housing & Urban
Poverty Alleviation Shri M.Venkaiah Naidu . There
is a need for proper urban planning to ensure ‘slum
free India ’ in the long run. The government is focusing
on ‘in-situ ’ development of slums by encouraging
vertical construction. The Minister stressed that slum
dwellers are entitled to ‘not only a roof over their
heads but also, a safe and healthy environment,
affordable transport and energy, safe and clean
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destination by JBIC for the long term. Japan is the
4th largest FDI contributor to India, with major
interests in pharmaceuticals, automobiles and
services sectors and accounts for 7.46% of total FDI
equity inflows into India. As per the JBIC survey report
on overseas business operations by Japanese
manufacturing companies, 90% of the respondents
voted “future growth potential of local market ” as the
top reason for India ’s attractiveness. India is an
attractive investment destination for Japanese
companies, with 1,072 Japanese companies having
2,542 business bases in India. Over the last decade,
the number of Japanese establishments in India have
increased by 11 times, reflecting the positive

sentiments of Japanese investors for Indian market.

Pashmina Promotion
Programme (P-3)
The Minister of State for Textiles ( Independent
Charge) , Shri Santosh Kumar Gangwar recently
launched the Pashmina Promotion Programme ( P-
3)  and laid the foundation stone of Pashmina
Dehairing Plant at Pashmina Dehairing Plant
Complex, Skalzangling, Leh .

Under P-3, major provision has been made for
establishment of latest technology imported
Pashmina Dehairing Plant at Leh with total grant of
Rs.19.35 crore including other machineries like
Scouring, Drying, and boiler along with construction
of building for installation of these machineries at Leh.
The existing Deharing Plant has obsolete Chinese
dehairing machine and is not sufficient to de-hair 45
ton of Pashmina wool produced here and with present
capacity it can only de-hair up to five ton pashmina,
leaving 40 ton sold into the market as raw which
renders loss of value addition of Pashmina. The
capacity of the proposed new imported plant would
be 10 kilogram pashmina per hour with approximate
cost of Rs.11 crore.

Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi during his visit to
Leh on 12th August,2014, announced Pashmina
Promotion Programme ( P-3)  with additional
financial assistance of Rs. 30 crore for improving
quality and quantity of pashmina wool as well as living
standard of poor nomads ( wool growers)  of

“Japan Plus ” team runs through the entire spectrum
of investment promotion – research, outreach,
promotion, facilitation and aftercare. The team will
support the Government of India in initiating,
attracting, facilitating, fast tracking and handholding
Japanese investments across sectors. The team will
also be responsible for providing updated information
on investment opportunities across sectors, in
specific projects and in industrial corridors in
particular. In addition, the “Japan Plus ” team will
identify prospective Japanese companies, including,
Small and Medium Enterprises ( SMEs)  and
facilitate their investments in India.

The “Japan Plus ” team will also provide assistance
to DIPP in undertaking regular benchmarking studies,
identifying bottlenecks and areas of concern in
sectors of interest to Japanese companies, and
analyzing their impact on industrial development
production in India.

Government has also constituted a Core Group
chaired by Cabinet Secretary on India-Japan
Investment Promotion Partnership. This group will
comprise of Chairman, Railway Board; Foreign
Secretary and Secretaries of DIPP, Economic Affairs,
Expenditure, Financial Services, Revenue,
Commerce, Urban Development, Electronics and
Information Technology and others. The Core Group
will be serviced by Department of Industrial Policy &
Promotion. This Core Group will co-ordinate and
closely monitor the process to ensure that
investments from Japan as envisaged in India –

Japan Investment Promotion Partnership are
facilitated in various sectors and opportunities of
investment and technology transfer are fully
exploited.

During the recent visit of the Prime Minister to Japan,
the India –Japan Investment Promotion Partnership,
as part of the Tokyo Declaration for India – Japan
Special Strategic and Global Partnership was
announced. Under this Investment Promotion
Partnership, Japan has offered to invest in India
approximately 3.5 trillion Yen ( US $ 33.5 Billion)
by way of public and private investment and financing
including Overseas Development Assistance, over
the next five years.

India has been rated as the top investment
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Ladakh region.

Under this new Programme, financial assistance would be provided under different
components like Creation of Common Pashmina Facilitation Centre for Wool testing,
Disease Surveillance Centre, Geographic Information System ( GIS)  Lab, Shelter for
Nomads, Portable Electric Units for Handloom Spinning/Weaving, Solarised Community
Centres, Open Fodder enclosures, establishment of Pashmina Dehairing Plant,
Distribution for Foundation Stock to farmers and construction of Shelter for Housing of
Pashmina Stock.

The Ministry of Textiles is implementing Pashmina Wool Development Scheme with the
help of Ladakh Autonomous Hill Development Council, Leh from 10th Five Year Plan for development of this
Sector in Ladakh region. In the 12th Plan, this programme has been expanded with enhanced financial assistance
of Rs. 41.21 crore.

Ladakh region produces the finest Pashmina wool ( specialty fiber)  in the world, which has high demand
globally. Ladakh region grow about 45 ton of Pashmina wool every year from the population of about 2.50 lakh

Pashmina goats.

India’s first mental health policy
Dr Harsh Vardhan, Union Health Minister, said at Agra recently that the country ’s mental illness burden has
grown to such proportions that the government has decided to frame the first ever official national policy on
mental health.

As one of the significant steps in this direction, the Minister announced that October 10 would henceforth be
observed throughout the country as National Mental Health Day.

World Health Organisation has predicted that about 20 percent of India ’s population would suffer from some form
of mental illness by 2020. The country has only about 3,500 psychiatrists. Therefore, the government is confronted
with the problem of lowering this gap significantly over the next decade.

The Minister also announced that a National Mental Health Policy is being developed. It will involve the country ’s
best experts in the field and cover the full range of complex issues linked to this branch of medicine. He also
indicated that some more institutions replicating National Institute for Mental Health and Neurological Sciences,
Bangalore, are being considered.

In this connection he mentioned that the Centre had granted Rs 28.8 crore to upgrade the infrastructure of the

Agra hospital and expand the teaching facilities.


